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Beauty and 'the Bank
Part of the historic charm of Charlesrnn is found at
the 50 Broad Street office of The Citizens & South·
ern National Bank of S. C. It is believed to be the
oldest banking building in the country currently in
use as a banking office. This beautifully kept build·
ing, furnished with 18th century antiques has been
honored by receiving the "Judges Award" for the
most outstanding landscape project in the nation
in 1969.
Hugh C. Lane, the Bank's Chairman of the Board, received the award in person from Mrs. Richard Nixon,
Honorary Chairman of the Awards Program. Mr.
Lane's philosophy is to mix beauty with business

for the benefit of the entire community. Located in
the basement of the building is the Hunley Museum.
A must to the visitors, the museum houses a replica
of the Confederate Submarine Hunley, and is open
to the public. The entrance to the museum is enhanced by a small garden which adds just the right
finishing touch.
An example of that little something special that's
added to every C&S office.
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The people in this building
are giving away atomic "secrets!'
They're letting people spy on
huge nuclear reactors.

Center from l O to 5 on
weekdays and l to 5 on Sundays.

They're revealing the secrets
of the atom to all who come in.

Visit this place and its
beautiful picnic area. And
prepare to be intrigued.

And they 're not stopping there.
They're taking people from
the past to the future. Through
display chambers filled with
sight and sound.
They're telling people how
electricity is made. How it's
going to change our world.
And they 're doing all this
free of charge. At the
Keowee-T oxaway Visitors
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READERS
coi1MENTS
Sandlapper welcomes letters to
the editor on matters of general interest. We ask that the letters be
held to 150 words or less. Excerpts
from this month's letters are presented below.
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In the March 1970 issue I find
Mr. Jack Leland's article on the Old
Santee Canal most interesting.
Never having seen the ruins of the
old canal or having visited the modern
Santee-Cooper project, I am nonetheless greatly interested in both.
My "three times" great-grandfather, Henry Mouzon, drew the
plans for the first canal in 1775.
The state engineer, a Mr. Senf,
refused to use Mouzon's plan,
making his own and deviating as
much as possible from any plan
Mouzon had suggested.
Henry Mouzon, a first generation
Huguenot to be born in the South
Carolina colony, was educated in
France. He was the first civil
engineer in South Carolina.
It is my understanding that in
building the present-day SanteeCooper project, the engineers
reviewed Henry Mouzon's map or
plan and did incorporate several of
his ideas in their plans for today's
Santee-Cooper; thus, does our past
blend with our present-and future.
Mary Mouzon Darby
(Mrs. Will H. Darby)
Florence, South Carolina

It was with a great deal of interest that I read the recent article
"Scandinavia U.S.A." There are one
or two points that vary from the
story related to me a number of
years ago.
First, it was not the Seaboard
that built the railroad but it was the
Southbound Railroad of which Mr.
Denmark was an officer. The
Southbound was organized and
Sandlapper

built to run from Savannah to
Columbia primarily to bring timber
out of the Savannah River swamp.
The inaugural run was in 1892. It
was later sold to the Seaboard
which acquired a number of other
short line railroads to connect Richmond with Florida.
There was a group of six men in
Savannah who entered several different ventures together and the
group was fairly successful financially. They had just sold their
interests in the Citizens Bank of
Savannah to a Mr. Mills B. Lane of
Valdosta, Georgia, who later
acquired control of the Southern
Bank across the street merging the
two into the Citizens and Southern
Bank.
In forming the railroad, the
incorporators agreed to name work
stations after themselves.
The privilege of naming the first
work station was given to my
grandfather, William B. Stillwell,
who spearheaded the endeavor
because of his interests in the
lumber business. Since he said that
he had always lived in Georgia, he
chose to name Stillwell, Georgia for
himself.
0 thers in the group were
Garnett, "Scotia" Tison, Estill and
Denmark. These names are recognizable as towns or communities
along U. S. 321. My uncle, W.
Horace Stillwell, retired Executive
Director of the Savannah Housing
Authority, could not remember the
name of the sixth person.
Mr. Estill was publisher of the
Savannah Morning News; Mr. Tison
was in the Building Supply business; and Mr. Denmark, I believe,
was an attorney. I do not know
anything about Mr. Garnett.
This does corroborate the origin
of the name of Denmark, but it
does not help on the other Scandinavian names. However, it reveals
the origin of the other town names
which may not be generally known.

Old masters in the art
of investing.
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The Robinson-Humphrey Company.
Charleston and Columbia

Stillwell Train
Columbia, South Carolina
P. S . A 1though I am frequently
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called "Choo Choo," my name is
Scottish and has no connection
with railroading.

I thoroughly enjoyed Russell
Maxey's fine treatment of Sta~eburg. There is one error which
should be corrected regarding
Natalie DeLage of Sumter and the
matter of her "Chapel." As we
know, Gen. Sumter died a decade
before his daughter-in-law. I quote
from Natalie's will dated June 21,
1841 (probated Jan. 19, 1842).
I wish my own body to be
entered in the grave, but not within
the enclosure which I made for my
father, mother, and husband but
more to the East where I hope my
children will be able one day to
build a little chapel, ten feet by
twelve.

Nathalie had her wish carried out
a few years after her death.
It is excusable that Mr. Maxey
used the old myth about the little
chapel as that story has been floating around for years and been put
to print more than once.
W.E. Brunson Jr.
Sumter, South Carolina

While reading over the January
1970 issue of Sandlapper, my
family and I recognized someone
very familiar to us in one of the
pictures. On page 19, there are
three photographs of boating scenes
on Lake Murray in Columbia. The
bottom right photo is a picture of
our late brother and son skiing.
Unfortunately, he was killed in
action in Viet Nam on April 16,
1968. This picture really was a
surprise to us. We decided it must
have been made during the 16
months he was at Ft. Jackson. We
are convinced this is Sp. 4, Ronald
D. Hinson. Even though this picture
was sort of a coincidence, we are
very proud of it and more so of our
deceased brother who gave his life
for his country.
Edna E. Hinson
Conway, South Carolina
May 1970
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"Uh yeddy 'um
shum."

but Uh ent

hat Gullah expression I have
frequently written when folks
asked me to autograph my LP
recording. It means, in this instance, "I hear him but I don't see
him." In "Bulletin No. 190 of the
University of South Carolina," the
late Dr. Reed Smith stated that this
expression may have as many as 64
possible combinations:

T

(hear) (it)
I (heard) (her) but I (don't) see
(him)
(didn't)
(them)

(it)
(her)
(him)
(them)

This Gullah Bulletin, by the way,
has recently been reprinted and is
available for a modest price. I
recommend it as a brief and scholarly explanation of this fascinating
dialect which I claim is dying out;
but my friend William Stewart of
the Center for Applied Linguistics
takes me to task, stating that Negro
children in the Charleston area still
speak Gullah.
a recent letter from a scholarly gentleman in England this
question was asked: "What is

ln

Gullah nowadays? Is it still spoken
in the way Gonzales ( the late A.E.
Gonzales) represents it, or is it
much closer to Standard English?"
My reply was that "pure Gullah" is
hard to come by nowadays, but a
modified form of Gullah is still
spoken in the Carolina Low Country. The so-called "Charleston
brogue" which frequently causes
amusement, or at least interest, is
influenced by the dialect of our
Negro friends. And when away
from home, native Charlestonians
of my generation are often mistaken for British subjects, because
the Gullah dialect with which we
have been so closely associated is
"country English" of the 17th and
18th centuries, as distinguished
from literary English.
The late Samuel Gaillard Stoney
wrote some years ago: "Gullah is
said to be the oldest of AngloAmerican dialects, and it is certainly one of the most localized.
Strictly a Low-Country possession,
it is closer akin to the dialect of the
Barbadian Negroes than those of
any other parts of North America.

It was brought apparently with the
first gangs of Negroes from the
Antilles and preserved in and
around Charleston, and particularly
on the rice plantations with a sort
of indolently jealous care, for essentially it appears to be pidgin form
of sixteenth-century English. But it
is so nearly invertebrate as to be
hard to chart into any regular position, historical or lingual."
My London correspondent writes
me: "I believe Gullah as it exists
nowadays to be a remnant of a
creolized variety of English which
was much more widely spoken in
earlier years. I also believe, and
have attempted to prove in my own
research, that Gullah did not in fact
originate entirely on U.S. soil, but
was already being spoken by many
West African slaves brought into
the area on arrival."
Whatever its origin, Gullah is certainly one of the most fascinating
of all American dialects, and I am
delighted that interest in it has
sprung up from "Dan to Beersheba."
Recently I had a visit from a

By Dick Reeves

GULLAH
So.me Say the Carolina
Lo-w-- Country Patois
Is Disappearing
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Negro girl, a student from the
University of Michigan, who is
writing her thesis for a master's
degree on Gullah. A week later
along came a German student,
gathering data for his master's
degree on dialects in general, but
Gullah in particular.
Local and long distance calls, and
letters and inquiries from far and
near, keep coming my way-gratifying but time consuming-and for
that reason, among others, I was
instrumental in having "Bulletin
No. 190 of the University of South
Carolina" reprinted.
For 25 years I was district
manager of the Social Security
office in Charleston, and you can
imagine the joy I experienced with
some of my Negro clients, most of
whom were grateful for our service
and pleased with our helpful at-
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titude. But I recall one disgruntled
claimant who wrot e directly to
Washington complaining of our lack
of service to him. The letter was
unsigned, and wound up with
these words: "Dem peepul een
Chas'on is wicked like de peepul ob
Sodom en Gomorrah." The Washington bureaucrats were unable to
decipher his Gullah but, reading the
last word, sent the letter with a
covering memo to our regional
office with instructions to "investigate this complaint from Mr. G.O.
Morrah!"
Although I am now retired, I
"ha'adlykin" find the time to
answer all the inquiries coming to
me. And that reminds me of a
story.
Back in 1937 and 1938 we were
still in the doldrums economically.
It was no easy task to enlighten the

public with the new Social Security
law which affects nearly everyone
directly or indirectly. I took my job
with the Social Security Administration seriously, and had five
counties to cover in my administrative duties. During a field trip
one day I noticed a smokestack off
the highway, and turned my car
into the side road where a small
sawmill was located. Two young
Negro men were seated under an
oak tree eating lunch. I asked who
the owner of this mill was and
received this reply in the vernacular:
"Boss, Uh ent know zackly de
name ob de gentl'mun dat owns de
mill, but we does call'um de
Ha'adlykin Mill."
"Where did that name come
from?" I asked.
"Well, Suh, t'ings is so po'ly dese
9

days dat we ha'adlykin git up steam
"Well," I said, "you seem to be
on Monday mo'nin'; de saw so ole sure of the date of birth you gave
en rusty 'e ha'adlykin saw de log, me, how do you know you were
en w'en Sat'day come de Boss man born on the date?"
ha'adlykin pay off we hans, so we
"Well Suh," John replied, "w'en
does call'um de Ha'adlykin Mill." I'se uh chile, my Mammy tell me
In a national magazine I recently tuh 'look good at dat grabe stone
noticed an article on how one weh Miss Dusenbury chile done
might estl;lblish one's age. This dead, 'cause de day dat chile dead is
called to mind one of the most de day you b'on; member dat good
unusual cases in the vast files of the now.' So, Boss Uh 'members dat
date on de grabe stone."
Social Security Administration.
I was taking a claim from a re"Where is that gravestone?" I
tired worker in my area, and I said asked him.
to him: "John, it is necessary to
"Een Union Chu'ch ya'ad een
establish your date of birth. I'm Horry County, Boss man yuh kin
sure you don't have a birth cer- fine'um dey dey."
I checked on this claimant's
tificate, and of course your parents
are not living. Do you have a school reputation for veracity, made him
record, church record or Bible sign under oath his statement, went
over into Horry County, took a
record?"
"No Suh," he replied, "Uh ent picture of the gravestone in Union
got a Gawd's t'ing, and de Bible churchyard, included the picture
dun bu'n up long time ago."
and his sworn stat~ment in the file,
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and his claim was paid. And this
was pretty good proof-as a
"first"-but with such proof in a
subsequent claim, I am sure it
would not hold water.
Another client of mine had with
her a little girl and when I asked the
name of the child I was told that it
was "Halled."
"Where did the name Halled
come from?" I asked.
"Enty yuh know Suh," said she,
"de Lawd pray, weh 'E say 'Halled
be dy name?' "
In my forthcoming Gullah record, I shall include that story and
also the story of Bull, the handyman employed by my bachelor
uncle, George Bissell, one of the
last of the rice planters in South
Carolina. On a winter's morning
when Bull would come into my
uncle's bedroom to build a fire,
Uncle George would frequently

Sandlapper

Do like muh Mammy tell me toPaint duh do' en duh shuttuh blue;
Den dat ole Plat-eye 'e cyaint git
tru'.
Hush . . . Lawd .. . Hush!

ask: "Bull, is it cold this morning?"
And just as frequently Bull
would answer: "Well Suh 'e col'but 'e ent too col'-but 'ecol', 'do."
My friend, ornithologist Alex
Sprunt, sent me the following
Gullah poem which he says was
written by a Henry Lumpkin and
appeared in the "Saturday Evening
Post" years ago. The title is "Hush,
Chile!"

Years ago, the Charleston Society for the Preservation of Spirituals, to which I belong, acquired a
primitive recording machine and,
on aluminum discs, recorded the
street cries of this ancient city: the
flower woman, the vegetable men
and the fish vendors, as they went
through our streets with their
quaint, original chants. Now, I am
not saying that Charleston was the
first city where "singing commercials" were heard, for other
cities in Europe and America have
had hucksters singing their wares
through the streets. But I venture
to say that Charleston is perhaps
the only city that had the foresight
to record the street cries that used

Duh brush-tail gray fox run een de
night
Hush, chile, hush.
'E foot run sof' en 'e foot run light.
Ole owl watch'um, 'e big eye bright
Hush, boy, hush.
Cole win' sing een duh cyprus tree,
Sing dat mis'ry back een muh knee,
Wintuh comin' hit sing to me.
Hush, dere, hush.
Men' duh baddo en clean duh gun,
Winter trout, dey fixin' tuh run,
Wile duck flyin' agens' duh sun,
Hush, chile, hush.

SEA
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SHAA'K

Dick Reeves, of Charleston, long
has been a student of the Gullah
patois. He has made personal
appearances throughout the United
States, has been heard over NBC's
"Monitor" and has made an LP
recording entitled "Gullah- A
Breath of the Carolina Low Country." The recording and the Gullah
"Bulletin No. 190 of the University
of South Carolina" can be obtained
from the Sand lap per Bookstore.
See page 78.
to be heard in this city. I conclude
this disjointed article on Gullah by
jotting down the words and music
to one of the most interesting street
cries, or singing commercials as I
like to call them. If you can read
music here's how the old fellow
sounded selling, among other products of the sea, -shark steak:
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Rose Hill, the magnificent antebe 11 um mansion of Secessionist
Gov. William Henry Gist, and its
surrounding grounds have become
South Carolina's newest historical
park. The mansion, containing
many Gist family belongings, offers
visitors an impressive glimpse into
Up-Country antebellum life.

By Nancy C. Yates

Rose Hill
A Union County
Antebellum Mansion
W

illiam Henry Gist, a wealthy
planter and lawyer, was born
in Charleston in 1809. About
1819 he and his father moved to
Union. Educated at South Carolina
College, he became one of the leading lawyers of the state. In keeping
with the chivalrous order of the
day, he once engaged in a duel over
a lady. His opponent, Samuel Fair,
was killed.
In 1 828, Gist began building
Rose Hill for his first bride, Louisa
Bowen of Laurens. Its name came
from the hundreds of exquisite
roses which bloomed in the surrounding formal gardens. Louisa
died a few years after their marriage
and Gist married Mary Rice of
Union.
Gist served in the state Senate
from 1852 to 1856, and became
governor in 1858. An avid follower
of Calhoun, he was a firm believer
in the doctrine of state sovereignty.
The summer of 1860 found the
tide of the secessionist movement
rising high. Gov. Gist sent his
cousin States Rights Gist (later a
Confederate general killed at Missionary Ridge) as his envoy to
sound out feeling among the other
Southern governors.
States Rights reported they were
strongly sympathetic with South
Carolina. Upon this report, Gov.
Gist requested the South Carolina
General Assembly call for a "ConThe elegant parlor with a Gist daughter's
portrait (left) and the dining room (right)
have been restored in 19th-century style.
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vention of the People" to convene iron strap hinges, fashioned by local
at Columbia on Dec. 17, 1860, the craftsmen of that period, support
day his gubernatorial term expired. the shutters and doors.
Although the restoration is well
Thus, he was elected a delegate and
journeyed to Charleston on Dec. under way, it will be some time be20, 1860, to sign the Ordinance of fore the mansion is in the state of
Secession with 169 other South its former splendor. The actual restoration was begun in 1948 by
Carolinians.
Gov. Gist's home occupies a hill- Clyde Franks of Laurens who purtop site nine miles south of the chased the property from the U.S.
Union County Courthouse. Ap- Forestry Service. Gist heirs had
proached by a hickory- and owned the property from 1828 to
dogwood-bordered driveway which 1939 when it was willed to the U.S.
ends in a carriage circle, the house government.
Spending large sums of money
is shaded by centuries-old magnolias and crape myrtles. A wrought- on the initial work, Franks replaced
iron fence surrounds the front gar- the front and rear, upper and lower
piazzas and part of the front yard
den.
The mansion is built of buff- which had succumbed to the ravcolored, stuccoed brick with a gable ages of time. Also, he traveled the
roof and pedimented portico. East coast seeking period furnishOrnamentation, more refined than ings to supplement actual belongis usual in Up-Country houses built ings of the Gist family. From Mrs.
in this period, shows close adher- J.R. Coggleshall of Darlington,
ence to Greek prototypes and granddaughter of Gov. Gist, he
reveals highly skilled craftsmanship. obtained clothing items, the family
Its front entrance is framed with Bible and pictures, among other
side lights, an elliptical fanlight and mementoes.
three-quarter pilasters. Hand-forged
Other antiques came from Ross
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Cunningham, a relative of Miss
Pamela Ann Cunningham, the
South Carolinian who saved Mount
Vernon and founded the Mount
Vernon Ladies Association. Also
helping with the restoration was the
Fair Forest chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution.
Upon South Carolina's purchase
of the estate in 1960, the Carolinas'
chapter of the American Institute
of Designers presented to the Rose
H il 1 Restoration Committee
sketches of the proposed furnishings for the mansion. Their suggestions are complete to the smallest
detail.
Parlor, dining room, bedroom
and office are all located on the
first floor. On the walls in the hall
hang copies of various documents
signed by Gov. Gist, including the
secession ordinance. Twist-molding
is found throughout the house on
door frames and wainscoting and
broad fireplaces in each room have
mantels with moldings, rosettes,
pilasters and entablature. Family
portraits include Gov. Gist; a son;
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Gen. States Rights Gist; a daughter;
and a family group. The furnishings
and bric-a-brac are typical of the
19th century.
A trap door in the parlor leads to
the cellar. It is told that this was a
hiding place for the Gist sons during the Reconstruction period.
They were active in Reconstruction
resistance and when federal troops
came looking for them, the family
would let them down into the cellar
through the trap door, replace the
rug and roll the massive piano over
it.
A hand-carved staircase spirals
upwards to the second floor. Maater
bedroom, nursery, ballroom and
powder room compose the second
floor. In the master bedroom personal pieces of the Gist family
include the governor's handsome
mahogany poster bed, matching
wardrobe and dresser. In the wardrobe are several gowns and a satin
hat belonging to one of the Gist
women. (The waists of the gowns
measure 20 inches.) Mrs. Gist's
sewing machine and a trunk are also
on display in the master bedroom.
The adjacent nursery contains
space for quite a number of children. It holds a baby bed of the day
(which an active baby of today
would be out of in a few seconds).
One of the family's dolls reposes in
the bed.
Occupying most of the second
floor is the ballroom. The two fireplaces in it are dominated by massive gold-leaf mirrors, which were
added by Franks during his restoration work. Mrs. Gist's spinet, now
toneless, and music stand are in a
corner.
Off the ballroom is the former
powder room. Today its walls are
lined with glass cases displaying
personal items of the Gist family-a
Confederate uniform worn by the
governor, a baby dress stitched by
Mrs. Gist, a baby quilt, tortoiseLeft: Rose Hill mansion, in a pleasant
country setting with spacious grounds,
retains today much of its original antebellum atmosphere. Right: Mrs. Louise
Browning and the writer examine antique clothing and accessories on display.
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shell combs, china and a scrapbook.
A brick walk of herringbone
pattern leads from the rear of the
house to the former slave quarters
and kitchen. The kitchen will also
be restored to its former appearance and will be furnished with
period utensils. In a new building to
one side of the house stands two
covered carriages used in that era.
The adjacent rose gardens surrounded by neat boxwood hedges
are now as lovely as they were
planned to be in 1828.
Many stories are told about life
at Rose Hill. One such story claims
that it had the first ice house in
Union County. During the winter
months ice blocks were cut from

the nearby Tyger River when it was
frozen over. These blocks were
stored in a building and distributed
during the summer months to those
ill who needed ice.
Gov. Gist was the last governor
to live in his own home during his
stay in office. Suceeding governors
have lived in a governor's home
provided by the state.
Rose Hill is open free to the
public every day from 9 a.m. until
sundown. A ring of the old plantation bell beside the house will bring
the caretaker or maid to open the
house.

Nancy C. Yates is a free-lance writer
from Spartanburg.

THE

PLAIN
PEOPLE
outh Carolina is welcoming a
new people-a people who for
once are not running away from
persecution, but, rather, to a better
way of life.
These newcomers-sometimes
referred to as the "plain people"
because of their custom of simple
dress-are the Amish (pronounced
AH-mish) and Mennonite families,
mainly located in Barnwell, Bamberg, Blackville, Allendale, Abbeville and Anderson. Basically these
people dress alike, have the same
convictions of faith and are a closeknit group.
Each local community is divided
into church districts and contains
from about 25 to 40 families. Each
community church makes its own
social rules by which the families
are expected to live. They read the
Bible seriously; but more than that,
they take it seriously. They believe
that a man does not become a
Christian by being baptized, or even
by joining a church, but by having
an inner regeneration of the soul
which is demonstrated by outward
behavior. Their conservative religious
beliefs and their emphasis on the
separation of church and state have
caused them much conflict and persecution through the years.
The Amish and Mennonites are
not a new religious sect, but a very
old one which rose during the
Reformation struggles of the 16th
century. William Penn first offered
these people religious freedom in
the United States and they left the
Palatine section of Germany
(Deutschland) in the early 1700s.

S
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They are known as "Pennsylvania
Dutch" because of this origin. Even
their language, a German dialect, is
still called Pennsylvania Dutch.
The largest settlement of their
church is located in Holmes
County, Ohio, the source of most
of the church's organizational programs. Next in size is the group in
Elkhart and surrounding counties in
northeastern Indiana. The oldest
and third largest group, and perhaps
the most famous because of the
tourist exploitation, is in Lancaster
County, Pennsylvania. Today there
are settlements in 1 7 states, but
South Carolina is the first midSou th em state to attract these
people. Some of the states they
represent are Oregon, Maryland,
Virginia, Wisconsin, Ohio, Indiana
and Pennsylvania.
The first family to settle here
was the Ira Headings family in Fairfax. Headings wanted a better climate and good land, and South
Carolina had both. After he settled
here, other members of his former
church in Oregon came to visit;
later they moved here. The Fairfax
families are Conservative Mennonites. Their church activities are
somewhat different from those of
the other communities: They meet
on Sundays for services but have no
prayer meetings. Five families have
already relocated in Fairfax and
many more are scheduled to arrive
during the year.
The first families to settle here
sent articles to The Budget, the
national Mennonite newspaper, in
which they spoke of our climate,
.,L

By Suzanne W. Cherry
hospitality and land availability.
Families from other parts of the
country wrote for information, or
visited here, and decided to relocate. The new families found understanding of their ways as well as a
far-better climate. As Mrs. Elmer
Miller of Elko says, "I would dread
moving back to the cold country."
The Menno Shrock family in
Williston was the first family to
branch out into other areas of the
state. The Shrocks and their nine
children operate a dairy farm; their
oldest son raises horses. At first,
they traveled to Fairfax to worship,
but as other families moved into
Barnwell and Bamberg counties,
they all cooperatively built a
church, Calvary Fellowship Mennonite Church in Blackville, a
simple structure which houses the
largest congregation of the plain
people in South Carolina. The
members are primarily Beachy
Amish, a sect which emerged from
the old-order Amish in Maryland in
1927 and which was named after
Bishop Moses M. Beachy. They
differ from the other Amish in that
they have Sunday School, build
churches rather than worship in
their homes, drive automobiles instead of horses and buggies, use
electricity in their homes, and utilize tractors and other modem
farming equipment. They are sometimes called the "Church House
Amish."
Their Sunday services are as unadorned as their churches, and their
religious teachings are as simple as
the faith they live by. The ministers
17

preach simple sermons, based entirely on the Bible. The worshipers
kneel for prayer. The congregation
indulges in hymn singing but no
musical instruments accompany the
hymns. Instruments, they feel, detract from the message of the
hymn. Women and men sit on opposite sides of the church during
the services. Twice a year they observe footwashing, a ritual which
they believe should be taken literally.
Basically their beliefs are similar
to those of other Protestants, the
Amish's big differences being their
firm stand on self-denial, and their
baptism of only those of age sufficient to understand the oath they
are making with God. When asked
if they ever have special services,
such as at Christmas or Easter, their
minister, Jonas Miller replied, "We
try to make all our services
special."
Mrs. Menno Shrock discussed the
newcomers' reaction to the Palmetto State: "We were particularly
happy with the school system. Our
children were shown so much consideration. They were excused from
any event that our religion would
not permit." Mrs. Shrock also
spoke of the women's fellowship
sewing circle of the Calvary church.
They meet the first Thursday of
each month and make comforters,
quilts and other handmade articles,
and send them to the central Mennonite church. Articles they keep
are privately sold and the income is
used for social services within the
local church.
The new citizens who moved
into the Blackville area needed a
church leader. In response to the
call, Jonas Miller and his family left
Ohio to lead the new community's
church. He is quick to point out,
however, that all members are the
same, and none is called "reverend"
or "minister." Even the bishop of
their church is called "brother."
All ministers or deacons are
chosen from within the community. The families first vote, and
those men who receive over five
votes become candidates. (Usually
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two men are in the vote.) Their
names are written on slips of paper
and placed in hymn books. The
bishop selects one hymnal, and the
candidate whose name is inside becomes the new minister. This way,
they feel it is God's choice. Leaders
are chosen for life, and receive no
salary.
Basically these new communities
have only the necessities. The
Amish feel strongly that the Scriptures demand a distinct separation
between the church and the world.
They believe it is impossible for a
church to maintain its beliefs and
values if its members associate
freely with people who hold different values, or those who have
none at all. In view of this, they
have not always unquestioningly
accepted all the cultural changes
that have been introduced as
progress. Those who use horses and
buggies do so not because they
think the automobile is wicked in
itself, but because they believe the
trend of life the automobile brings
with it can break down the family
unit and the basic structure of the
community. They dress as they
have for centuries because they do
not care for styles designed to
achieve more glamour and less
modesty.
Their homes, though simply furnished, are very colorful. Several
families, such as that of Omer B.
Stoltzfus of Bamberg, have brought
with them hand-painted rockers
and old pieces of handmade furniture handed down from generation to generation. Flourishing
flower gardens are proof of their
love of color; also the colorful embroidery designs which some colonials considered to be "worldly."
Items which combine utility with
beauty-china closets, colorful
picture calendars, Biblical quotations, colorful dishes-are a particular delight.
Amish parents want their children to acquire the basic skills of
reading, writing and ciphering, and
for the children to finish elementary
school. After this point, however,
they believe youths should receive

instruction in farm management at
home, contending that this vocation does not require higher education. "We feel that higher educ at ion is worldliness," said Mrs.
Elmer Miller of Elko. "After learning the necessities, they can learn at
home best."
The children of the Blackville
community attend school at Calvary Church. Miss Marjorie Shrock,
daughter of Menno Shrock of Williston, teaches the lower level.
James Martin, a newcomer from
Tennessee, teaches the upper
grades. Martin, as are many of the
young people here, is serving the
churches by starting Mennonite
schools in new communities. This
school receives no state or federal
aid; the children use only Mennonite textbooks and concentrate on
reading and mathematics. They
study little history and put little
emphasis on current world affairs,
such not being important in their
way of life.
Amish children love games, as do
all children-but theirs sometimes
are different. Corner ball is a favorite game and softball is played in
some communities. "Botching" is
an indoor game played at informal
family gatherings. In this game, two
people seated on chairs facing each
other clap the palms of their hands
together alternately, also striking
each other's lap. This becomes complicated when the tempo is accelerated. Their feet may be used to
keep the proper timing, much as in
our game of "rhythm." The game is
sometimes played to the tune of
"Pop Goes the Weasel."
All these families speak Pennsylvania Dutch, the Palatine German dialect that all plain people
share. English is a second language
to them, and accounts somewhat
for their soft-spoken, almost
melodic, tone. All the children
speak both languages, although at
home, unless there is a guest, Pennsylvania Dutch is spoken. "We
Bisht? We Gaits?" is a typical
phrase meaning ... "How goes it?
How are you?"
The personal dress of these
Sandlapper

people is one of the most interesting aspects of their way of life. In
South Carolina communities, some
of the families dress differently,
though basically the wearing apparel is the same. The churches
leave the choice of dress to the individual family. However, a few
features are fairly standard. Buttons
are used on men's shirts, trousers
and underwear, and on children's
dresses; but hooks-and-eyes are required on men's coats and vests,
especially on Sunday clothing.
Buttons once symbolized the military, so hooks-and-eyes uphold
their non-militant attitude. Most of
the man's clothing is bought, and
usually only his Sunday suit is still
homemade. The men usually wear
only dark clothing, and their Sunday suit must be solid black. This
suit, and the dress coat (Mootza),
are made for special wear. The
front of the dress coat is usually cut
in a V at the top and there is no
collar or lapels on the coat. Men
wear no belts and, in many localities, the suspenders are homemade.
One newcomer recalled hearing as a
boy his father and his grandfather
talking about belts being much too
worldly. And, in John A. Hostetler's book, "Amish Society," the
author stated that even suspenders
should be plain, unshowy and without buckles.
The woman's garb is likewise interesting. Her headdress consists of
a bonnet and a small white cap
(Kapp) or prayer veil which is worn
all the time. The observance of this
custom is a "sign of authority"
based on Bible teaching (I Corinthians 11) and symbolizes for them
the woman's proper relationship to
God and man. She is able to pray
anytime during the day because her
head is always covered. The woman
is not to have her hair cut, wears no
makeup or jewelry, and wears plain,
solid colors. Her apron and cap are
worn even on Sundays with her
special suit. Even the very young
girls must wear the white prayer
cap.
The Amish and Mennonites believe in large families ... as many as
May 1970

God sends them. The women are
given the best of prenatal care and
have their children in hospitals. The
average family, based on visits with
many of them, appears to be about
10-mother, father and eight children. Parents have definite ideas
about child rearing, and their ideas
certainly work within their community. The child acquires work
skills largely through association
with his parents. From the start,
boys are taught farming and operations in management, and the girls
are taught sewing, cooking and
housekeeping. I discussed some of
their methods with Mrs. Katie
Stoltzfus in Bamberg.

change clothing and go about performing their duties as members of
a working family.
Courtship and marriage customs
of the plain people are also fascinating. The Church helps influence all
decisions, but does not interfere
personally. Members are not allowed to marry out of their faith.
Courting is kept in the home.
"We try to advocate a standard
of pure courtship standards," commented Eli Shrock of Blackville.
"Our young people meet in our
homes, not in an automobile. They
are allowed little freedom out of
the family circle. We do not interfere or try to find a mate for our

Photo courtesy Mennonite Information Center

Students in a one-room Amish school in Pennsylvania, a center of the religious sect.

"Each and every child is welcomed into our homes, but each
child has a duty to do. The children
are given specific chores to do early
in life, and this way the child feels
like he is contributing to the family. It's good for children to learn
their responsibilities early, and take
pride in their work. They are not
punished for not working but,
rather, we try to show them what
their efforts have accomplished."
This theory certainly applies to
her own family. As soon as the children come home from school, they

young people, and we discourage
courtship until the age of 18. If a
parent sees that a son or daughter is
in need of advice or encouragement, we try to help; but we do not
plan their lives for them."
It is interesting to note that
divorce is simply not known in
their society.
Weddings provide opportunity
for fellowship and enjoyment. An
abundance of good food is served.
The Eck (bridal corner) is especially
decorated with colorful dishes,
fancy layer cakes and fruit. The
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Above: Michael Miller, son of the Elmer Millers of Williston. The Mennonites' religious
beliefs prevent their buying and selling on the Sabbath. Right: Menno Shrock, a member of Calvary Fellowship Mennonite Church, the state's largest congregation of the sect.

bride always wears a white dress, a the plain people are noted for their
symbol of purity. After her wed- helping-hand policy. The Mennonding day, the dress is put away and ites and Amish generally do not
kept until her death. Then she is carry insurance on buildings and
buried in it.
personal property for they look
In many old-order Amish com- upon insurance as an effort to
munities, the young people are al- thwart the will of God. But, let the
lowed to marry only in November biggest barn in an Amish communand December, and on Tuesdays ity bum to the ground, and in 10
and Thursdays of these months, the days or so all the community will
reason being that November and contribute to a common fund and
December follow the harvest and replace the structure. As Eli Shrock
are the months requiring the least commented, "Sam Hochstetler of
farm work, and Tuesdays and Blackville needs a new roof, so we
Thursdays are the days when there will all have a frolic [party] and get
is the least work to be done. This the work done."
custom is still carried on today by
For centuries the Mennonites
the relatives of many of our new and Amish were persecuted for
neighbors.
their religious objection to warfare.
To their friends and neighbors, The very reason for their standard
20

of dress is based on their desire to
remain a loving people who harm
none. Yet, they contribute time
and energy to their country, willingly pay taxes, and ask little of the
government. Last year, over 56,000
young men served in the IW ( a
special unit for conscientious objectors). Dennis Miller, son of
Elmer Miller of Elko, is now serving
24 months' duty in Columbia at the
State Hospital. The majority of
those in alternative service work in
mental institutions and general hospitals. This work "contributes to
the maintenance of national health,
safety and interest of our country."
President Nixon commented recently that "these people give
freely of themselves to proudly
serve their country of freedoms."
To their country too, they
practice Christian brotherhood
through many agencies. In their
communities, they help by providing homes for many foster children.
A family in Blackville presently has
two babies under a month old to
care for. Through national agencies,
such as the Mennonite Mutual Aid,
they help provide coverage for their
people for property and automobile
insurance, hospitalization and survivors' aid. They also have the Mennonite Disaster Aid which works
hand in hand with the Red Cross in
times of disaster. Following one
such disaster, MDA workers volu n tar il y contributed more than
12,000 man-hours cleaning and rebuilding over 400 homes. The Mennonite Relief and Service committee, which provides teachers and
mission workers for new areas, are
located in over 30 countries.
One of the fundamental teachings of this religion is that the
closer man is to the soil, the closer
he is to God. But to our new neighbors, this is not an easy task. True,
all the families live in rural areas
and all of them farm. Here, they
have begun farming in a new climate, however, and the normal rotation of crops they were accustomed to in the North west and
Northeast is not possible here. The
families learn through experiSandlapper

mentation what the fertile land in
South Carolina can yield. Most all
the families grew wheat, barley and
oats in their former states. Here,
they raise primarily livestock, manage dairy farms and grow vegetables.
Most of the men are excellent
carpenters and craftsmen. Eli
Shrock of Blackville is well known
for his masonry workmanship.
Jonas Miller, in addition to being a
fine minister, is an excellent carpenter. Menno Shrock manages a
dairy farm while Mrs. Shrock does
baking. The Elmer Miller family
grows livestock and chickens, and
Miller is also a fence builder. Mrs.
Andy Shrock of Elko bakes donuts,
and she and some of the other
ladies are thinking of opening a
bakery in the Barnwell area soon.
Enus Martin works in Black's
Machine Shop. So, you find that
they are a jack-of-all-trades people,
fulfilled when doing their assigned
tasks in this world.
The Amish and Mennonites have
created an island of simplicity in an
increasingly complicated world.
There is a sort of comforting serenity in their lives that makes one
wonder if their way of progress is
perhaps just as forward as ours.

Suzanne Cherry, a native of Charleston, lives in Devon, Pennsylvania.
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1. Lander College, founded by the Methodist Church, is located at - - - .
A. Greenville; B. Greenwood; C. Clinton
2. The largest known Indian mound in the state is near - - - .
A. Sumter; B. Hilton Head; C. Lancaster
3. King's Mountain Military Park is in - - - County.
A. Chester; B. Lee; C. York
4. "The Champion," an express train, stops in South Carolina only at
- - - and Charleston.
A. Columbia; B. Florence; C. Marion.
5. One of the largest earthern dams in the world.
A. Dreher Shoals Dam; B. Santee Dam; C. Pinopolis Dam
6. Keowee-Toxaway is a project of - - - .
A. S.C. Electric and Gas; B. U.S. Government; C. Duke Power
7. The only trout hatchery in the state is at - - - .
A. Walhalla; B. Moncks Corner; C. Greer
8. County named for gallant Revolutionary War hero.
A. Dillon; B. Jasper; C. York
9. Location of a sealskin processing plant.
A. Anderson; B. Greenville; C. Spartanburg
10. The state's westernmost county is - - - .
A. Oconee ;"'B. Anderson; C. Pickens
11. Planted the first Carolina rice field in 1680.
A. Henry Woodward; B. Joseph West; C. William Sayle
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12. Average rainfall in South Carolina is about - - - inches.
A. 48; B. 35; C. 41
13. Grapes are an important corp in - - - County.
A. Orangeburg; B. York; C. Allendale
14. College town in Abbeville County.
A. Due West; B. Abbeville; C. Calhoun Falls
15. City which features an annual "Come-See-Me" festival.
A. Sumter; B. Rock Hill; C. Florence

ANSWERS:

1. B

4. B

7. A

5. A

8. B

10. A
11. A

13. B

2. A

3. C

6. C

9. B

12. A

15. B

14. A
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PAMPLICD'S
VILLAGE
BLACKSMITH
ew citizens greet the 1970s with
more youthful enthusiasm than
William Wallace Keefe of Pamplico, South Carolina, although
it represents the tenth decade of his
lifetime.
Born in the Pamplico area 92
years ago, Keefe, a blacksmith by
trade, an optimist by definition and
a hard worker by choice, has lived
to see the fifth generation of his
family born in Pamplico. Though
the physical description of Longfellow's robust young "smithy" no
longer applies, the philosophy attributed to the "Village Blacksmith" is an apt summation of
Keefe's entire outlook on life.
The small blacksmith shop, one
of many in which he has worked
during his lifetime, is located behind his house, close by so that
every day he can, as he says, "do
something." Hanging in meticulously arranged rows in the workshop are products of many an afternoon's labor-a hoe thriftily forged
from a discarded shovel, another
hoe made from a crosscut saw, a log
grab fashioned from automobile
parts.
With a twinkle in his eye, he gestured apologetically upward toward
the low roof of the shop and said in

F

W.W. Keefe works in his backyard shop.
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By Katharine Singleton Boling

his soft Low-Country brogue, "I
never could have worked in here in
the old days. The seven-foot wheels
I made for the tram wagons and
buggies would have been too tall to
fit under these ceilings. Now, of
course, I do have electricity, and
that makes my work some easier."
The old days to which Keefe
refers was a time when horseshoes
cost 10 cents a pair; when ice from
the frozen ponds was cut in blocks
in winter and stored in makeshift
iceboxes until June .. _
During his boyhood in the Pee
Dee, "If the river boats didn't come
once a week, somebody went
hungry," Keefe recalled. "The
boats from Georgetown stopped at
every landing in those days. I
remember one spring, the guano
(fertilizer) didn't arrive until May.
We just went ahead and put it on
the tobacco when it came."
Schooling was limited for a child
growing up here before the turn of
the century. "If we got two months
out of the year, we were lucky."
For a man of Keefe's drive, that
represented no real handicap. He
taught himself the blacksmith
trade, just as in recent years he has
"picked up" woodworking. Examples include a pipe bowl, a rocking
chair, axe handles-all made with a
craftsman's eye for durability.

In 1 9 0 0 Keefe married Lela
Paige, also of Pamplico. While their
10 children were growing up, they
moved into town where Keefe continued his trade. As lumbermen
moved in, stores were built, the
town grew and, as his trade increased,
he worked hard.
"I never was sick, except once I
had malaria-but then everyone else
had it too. They could hardly stock
enough quinine in town. I never
stayed in, even in the coldest
weather," he reminisced, wearing
only a light sweater in the unheated
shop during the freezing temperatures of the day he was interviewed.
If this indomitable individual has
any criticism at all of the current
generation, it is only that people do
not take the time and effort to
create products that are sound and
carefully made. The fluctuations in
fads and fancies, political phi lo sop hies and scientific advancements, he views with the tolerance
that age alone begets. Keenly aware
of the present, he serves as a reminder to those of us who never
knew the past he remembers so
well, that human dignity and pride
can still best be found in work, lovingly and carefully done.

Katharine S. Boling is a free-lance
writer from Pamplico.
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TheR1ddle of
TheTenus
By Frank A. Montgomery Jr.

D

own along the sea, in the extreme northeastern corner of
the Palmetto State, well hidden
away by nature in the lush surrounding vegetation of the coast
country, there grows one of the
world's rarest and most unusual
plants, the curious little Venus
flytrap.
Long considered to be restricted
exclusively to North Carolina,
where for years past it has been
given wide publicity, the Venus
flytrap must, nevertheless, quite
properly be included in any compilation of South Carolina's native
plant species. Eastern Horry County, perhaps, can lay claim to a
larger population of the strange
plants than any other section of the
state, but specimens have been
found here and there all along the
coast as far to the south as Georgetown.
There is no gainsaying the fact
that few plants known have for so
long a time so fascinated and
intrigued observers, scientist and
layman alike, as the Venus flytrap.
In the first place, the plant is total1y unlike any other in overall
appearance. Again, as plants go, it
has a severely restricted natural
habitat, one that is wholly confined
to a narrow inland belt of land,
seldom more than 35 miles wide,
paralleling the ocean in the two
Carolinas. Contributing also to the
plant's fabulous reputation is the
fact that it depends for nourish24

ment to some extent upon the
insects it captures and consumes.
This characteristic, of course, is not
restricted to the Venus flytrap; its
kin in the insectivorous family of
plants, such as the sundew, bladderwort and pitcher plant, also feed
upon insects. However, the Venus
flytrap has one characteristic that
sets it apart from any other plant
that grows, be it insectivorous or
not.
This unique characteristic of the
plant derives from the very special
sort of "equipment" with which it
is endowed. Instead of leaves in the
usual form, the Venus flytrap
possesses a basal cluster of odd,
leaf-like appendages which radiate
outward and upward. Upon the
ends of these peculiar "leaves" are
perched fringed, hinged "traps,"

- Photos by Frank A . Montgomery J r .
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Flytrap
and the fascinating capacity they
have for opening and closing is
responsible for the plant's unique
place in the plant kingdom.
These unusual traps, some of
which will occasionally attain the
size of a 50-cent piece on an old
and vigorous plant, are bivalvular in
construction and each has a border
of fringe-like projections on its rims
which interlock perfectly upon
closing. The inner sides of the traps'
jaws bear tiny, hair-like spines, generally five in number, situated three
upon one side and two upon the
other. When an insect enters a trap
and touches one or more of these
trigger hairs, the trap promptly
closes. The object within then becomes a loosely-but securely-held
prisoner, quite unable to escape.
As the digestive process begins,
the two jaws of the trap slowly constrict during the first few hours, so
that the fringed edges ·no longer
interlock. At this point, the trap becomes, in effect, a miniature stomach, a stomach that releases from
its inner pores enzymes in quantities sufficient to digest the captured insect. Once the digestive process is completed, the juices cease
to flow and the trap gradually begins to reopen. Nothing is left then
of the trap's victim but its hard,
skeletal parts and, after this in time
has been removed by external
means, such as wind and rain, the
marvelous trap is ready for another
"meal."
May 1970

A peculiarity of the Venus flytrap is its little understood capacity
to distinguish between a digestible
and an indigestible object. If one of
its traps closes upon a live, edible
object it will remain closed for a
period of time ranging in length
from 10 days to two weeks, the
length of time ordinarily required
for it to digest the object completely, after which it will reopen.
However, if something indigestible,
such as a bit of wood or bark, a
straw, a leaf or the like, is placed in
the trap so as to cause it to close,
while it will do so, it will not remain closed for more than a few
hours.
As plants go, the Venus flytrap is
relatively small, seldom reaching a
height of more than five to six
inches, or extending laterally for
more than about the same distance.
The traps on even a healthy specimen-and sometimes there may be
a half dozen or more-are rarely all
of equal size when fully developed.
An individual trap has a normal life
of about six weeks, but throughout
the entire growing season new ones
are constantly replacing those that
die.
The Venus flytrap does best in a
very acid soil, well drained, but
where the water table is normally
just below the surface.
While often
...
found growing in its native habitat
in heavy, though moving shade, the
plant always reaches its best development in full sunlight. A humid
environment is absolutely essential
for healthy growth. Since all these
conditions must be met in order to
maintain the plant in a healthy
condition, the Venus flytrap is far
from being a satisfactory houseplant, even when kept in a good
terrarium. True, the plant itself
may be kept green for many
months if properly cared for, but
even so the traps it produces become successively smaller in size,
possess a minimum of sensitivity
and eventually bear little resemblance to those borne by a healthy
plant grown under natural conditions.
The Venus flytrap is a perennial,

growing from a small bulb which,
even when fully mature, has but
five to six stubby roots. The sparse
root system, in fact, drastically
limits the plant's capacity to adapt
itself for growth in soils where the
water table is more than two or
three inches below ground level.
Under proper conditions, it may be
propagated without too much difficulty, either by sowing the tiny,
jet-black seed or planting cuttings
obtained from the bulb. If started
from seed, it takes several years to
produce a mature plant.
The flower stalk of the Venus
flytrap usually begins to develop in
March and, when full grown, is
often a foot high. It bears a cluster
of small white flowers with a faintly bluish cast, somewhat resembling
those of the onion. By the end of
June, the seed start maturing and
drop to the soil over a period of
three or four weeks. They germinate within a month or so; if
they do not, they lose their viability. However, the life of Venus
flytrap seed may be prolonged
many months if they are stored in a
properly moistened container at a
temperature a bit above the freezing point.
Although the Indians of coastal
South Carolina were undoubtedly
familiar with the Venus flytrap long
before any white man saw it, it was
not until an early provincial governor, Arthur Dobbs, took up residence in North Carolina hard by
the South Carolina line, that news
of the odd little plant native of the
New World reached Europe. In a
letter to Peter Collinson, April 2,
1759, Gov. Dobbs said: "We have a
kind of Catch Fly Sensitive which
closes upon anything that touches
it . . . . " Then, in 1763, John
Bartram, the king's botanist in the
colonies, sent a few dried plants to
Collinson, who gave them to J.
Ellis, a prominent English botanist
of the day. Although these dried
specimens created a sensation in
London, it was not until 1 768,
when William Young took the first
living Venus flytrap plants to
England, that Old World scientists
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Below: The Venus flytrap's tiny seeds
mature during July. Bottom: Touching
"trigger" hairs inside the plant's "jaws"
will cause the jaws to close. Right: The
root system is quite meager. Bottom
right: A large fly has just been caught.

were fully able to comprehend the
remarkable behavior of the strange
new plant.
Ellis especially was fascinated by
the plant from the Carolinas and he
devoted a great deal of his time to
the study of it. And it was Ellis
who finally brought the Venus
flytrap to the attention of the
famous Swedish botanist, Linnaeus.
Ellis painstakingly described the
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plant to Linnaeus in a letter written
in 1 769 and, making a detailed
drawing of it, sent it along with his
letter. This sketch, so far as is
known, was the first likeness of the
Venus flytrap ever to appear in
published form. Linnaeus gave the
new plant its scientific name,
Dionaea muscipula. (Dionaea is the
mother of Venus, a Roman goddess.
Muscipula is the Latin word for
"mousetrap" or "flytrap. ") Thus the
little plant became commonly known
as the "Venus flytrap," by which
name it is, of course, still universally called.
Since colonial times, the fame of
the Venus flytrap of the Carolinas
has grown and spread throughout
the world. Botanists, biologists and
just plain plant lovers from many
lands have visited the Carolina
region where it grows, there to
observe and study it. Some have
described the plant as being the
"closest thing to animal life" in the
entire plant kingdom. Charles
Darwin himself referred to it as
being one of the strangest and most
unusual plants he had ever encountered.
For years, few Venus flytrap
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plants were available to anyone
living outside the plant's natural
habitat, although comparatively
small numbers were occasionally
shipped to museums and botanical
gardens, to botany and biology
departments of schools and colleges, and to collectors of the odd
and unusual in plants. Then, in the
late 1940s, a few North Carolina
plant dealers began selling large
quantities of wild plants to buyers
in many states. Because such indiscriminate methods of selling
plants at all stages of maturity were
rapidly making dangerous inroads
in the wild supply, the North Carolina Academy of Science sponsored
a bill in the state legislature for the
protection of the plant. It was
enacted into law and became effective July 2, 1951. Under its provisions, no Venus flytrap plant
from North Carolina could be sold
to any individual or institution
unless the seller first obtained from

,:

the state's forestry division a written permit covering each separate
transaction.
Some six years later, the law was
amended to allow dealers to sell
plants raised under "controlled"
conditions. Since nothing was said
about restricting such plants to
those grown from the seed only,
some dealers were soon obtaining
plants from the wild as before,
resetting them in beds and, later,
offering them for sale as "cultivated" plants. Again, in some
instances, to circumvent the North
Carolina law, dealers have represented their stock of plants as being "South Carolina plants," since
no statute for the protection of the
plants exists in South Carolina. In
addition to these practices, some of
the advertising used in recent years
to promote the sale of the Venus

flytrap plants has contained extravagant, and patently false,
claims. These include statements to
the effect that the plant "chews"
meat, thrives if "fed" on hamburger, and is an effective means of
ridding a household of flies and
other troublesome insect pests.
From the time the Venus flytrap
was first brought to the attention
of scientists over two centuries ago
many attempts, all futile, have been
made to find it in various parts of
the world. But, today, as has always
been the case, the unique plant is
found only in a restricted area of
the low, "bay" country in the two
Carolinas. There alone it flourishes-the Venus flytrap, still a
riddle in the vast kingdom of
plants.

Frank A. Montgomery Jr. is from
Wilmington, North Carolina
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Why Did the Chicken Cross
his is the story of many generations of chickens in Carlisle, a
town in Union County located
at the intersection of two of the
state's principal rail lines. Two or
three miles to the east flow the
muddy waters of the Broad River.
Industrial importance is given the
town by the Carlisle Finishing Co.,
a division of Cone Mills. And during
the American Revolution important
battles were fought in the vicinity.
There is sufficient interest in the
town and its 550 inhabitants to
form a base for a number of stories,
but in this particular account I am
concerned with chickens and not
with people. It is a tale of long
years of happiness and satisfaction
among the chickens of Carlisle, and
how the end came without warning,
prosperity and contentment swallowed up in frustration, disappointment and gloom.
For many years the Southern
Rail way operated a southbound
passenger train which was scheduled
to reach Carlisle at 3: 20 in the afternoon. It paused only long enough to
carry out routine business and then
moved on. In a more glorious age
the train was known as the Carolina
Special but, since all trains are
referred to by number by railroad
personnel, folks came to refer to it
simply as "28."
As the years passed, transportation patterns changed and in
due time the Southern removed the
dining car from the once-luxurious
train. A box lunch, which travelers
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could purchase at Spartanburg, was
substituted. This form of eating on
the train worked out all right but
required porters to clean up the
scraps and tidy up the car. These
chores were performed as the train
rolled southward toward Columbia,
and Carlisle became an appropriate
place to dispose of chicken bones,
bread crumbs and other assorted
remains from the box lunches.
It was not long until the chickens
living near the station learned of
the availability of a free feeding in
mid-afternoon. To a lesser extent
the town's dogs also got the word.
The sight of succeeding generations
of chickens meeting the train, seven
days a week and 365 days a year,
became an interesting curiosity and
even a phenomenon. It was the talk
of railroad crews, passengers and
natives.
A number of unusual and yet
predictable (if one understands
chicken psychology) practices
developed through the years. The
chickens gathered an hour or so
ahead of train time. They assembled under a large tree across
the tracks from the point where the
food would be thrown from the
car. From a distance of about a
mile the engineer blew the horn to
announce the train's approach. At
this signal the chickens moved in a
body across the tracks and down
the other side to the feeding area.
They knew beyond a shadow of a
doubt that supper shortly would be
forthcoming.
The chickens of Carlisle ignored
all other trains, be they passengers
or freights, Southern or Seaboard

Coast Line (the latter running east
and west through the town). They
scratched in the nearby fields, gossiped and carried on other fowl
business, but never raised a head
when numerous trains came and
went. But when the time for 28
approached in the afternoon and its
horn was heard across the Union
County countryside, they gathered
with one accord at the station and
welcomed the train.
The admonition to meet this
particular train and forget the
others was passed from generation
to generation among the Carlisle
chickens. How it was done is perhaps beyond human explanation.
Every new generation got the
message, and it had to be transmitted before the older crowd
ended up in the frying pans of
Negro families who lived in "The
Hollow" nearby.
If the train was late the chickens
kept their vigil until dark. When
night fell the importance of going
to roost early apparently transcended the need for food. On
these occasions the chickens went
hungry; but they never lost faith
and on the morrow the ritual at the
station was repeated.
In time a sad thing happened to
the chickens of Carlisle when,
speaking in the vernacular, their
playhouse was broken up. Sometime in July 1968 the Southern
discontinued operation of 28 and
its morning counterpart, the northbound 27. The trains were no

'
28
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the Railroad?
longer profitable, and sufficient
advance notice was given the
public.
But nobody, according to all the
records available, notified the
chickens of Carlisle. It must have
been a traumatic experience for
them as day after day they waited
at the station. No horn was heard,
no train approached from the north
and no food lay on the ground
along the tracks for them to feast
upon.
What frustration they must have
felt. Human beings will accept and
adjust to a bad situation when
explanations are offered, but
nobody had the goodness of heart
to explain to the chickens of Carlisle that an era had ended. The
generation upon whom the blow
fell had to learn in the hardest of
ways, and in some manner (known
only to chickens) these had to tell
the young ones that 28 was no
more and that from then on the
afternoon meal would have to be
found elsewhere.
I never saw the chickens of Carlisle as they met the train, and I will
always regret this. Information for
this story came from later visits to
the town and conversations with
people who year after year observed the chickens' behavior at the
station. The original tip came from
Judge Herman E. Bailey of Columbia several years ago. He had seen
the gathering of chickens while a
passenger on the train.
A more detailed account was
given by T. Sloane Fender who for
18 years served as station agent at
Carlisle for the Southern. Now
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By John Bigham

John Bigham is a free-lance writer
from Columbia.
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retired after 50 years with the railroad, Fender lives in nearby Union.
"For those 18 years I saw the
chickens meet the train," he told
me, "and I never witnessed anything like it in all my experiences."
Mrs. Gail Cobb, a clerk in the
post office at Carlisle, was also
helpful. She saw the rendezvous of
train and chickens on many an
afternoon.
"They knew by instinct to meet
that train," she explained, "and
people in the town could actually
set their clocks by the chickens'
punctuality in gathering under the
tree beside the tracks."
Mrs. Cobb added that "Many a
chicken in Carlisle would have
starved had it not been for the
scraps which the train porters threw
them."
It would be interesting to know
how many days passed before the
chickens of Carlisle learned to
gather no more at the station; to
accept the fact that 28 was not
going to come down the track from
Spartanburg. My last visit to Carlisle (the past winter, a year and a
half following the last train run)
revealed that adjustments had been
made and that ·even chickens can
learn to adapt to changing times:
The ones I saw roaming about
appeared healthy and happy.
Maybe the only thing they share
with their ancestors of train days is
a finale in the pots of "The Hollow" and other sections of Carlisle.
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FORTUNES FORTUNE
BECOMES
,
. FAIRFIELD S FORTUNE
i

By Lucille McMaster
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ortune Springs Garden, now
under development in Winnsboro, bears the name of the slave
who grew rice on its slopes. Now
more than a century later, the gifts
of hundreds of people will aid in
transforming the site of Fortune's
rice field into a series of dramatic
gardens.
The name of Fortune, the slave
of Capt. John Buchanan, was first
given to Fortune Springs Park,
Winnsboro's public park which for
many years was enjoyed for its forested slopes, its lake inhabited by
waterfowl and its recreational facilities.
In his will, Capt. Buchanan made
provision for his "faithful slave."
He designated that Fortune be
given his freedom and a livelihood.
This made it possible for Fortune
to have his own cabin and to cultivate a rice field close by a natural
spring.
It was perhaps from this site that
Fortune rode his pony to Columbia
to greet Gen. Lafayette when he
visited that city in 1825. Fortune,
through the courtesy of Capt.
Buchanan, had for a time served the
general as a body servant. When
Fortune arrived at the hall where
Gen. Lafayette was being honored
at a reception, he was stopped by
the armed sentinel at the entrance.
After persistent explanation, he was
admitted and approached the
famous Frenchman. There followed
a warm and touching reunion. Gen.
Lafayette called for champagne and
invited Fortune to join him in
drinking. This, Fortune is said to
have done with great dignity. The
elderly slave bade good-bye to the
general he had once served, mounted
his pony and rode back to his
home in Winnsboro.
Perpetuating this link with the
past and looking toward the preservation and development of natural
beauty, Fortune Springs Garden is
designed for a three-phase development extending over a period of
three years. Robert Earle Marvin,
who has won national awards for
his landscape designs, is the architect for the garden. Whether

F
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speaking from his office in Walterboro, or from a site he is
developing, or lecturing before
audiences, he invariably projects a
dedication to beauty. His strong
concern for man's aesthetic environment is combined with a practical approach.
Marvin's appraisal of the acres
occupied by the former park resulted in the use of the total land involved. His design approach evolved
into the creation of a center for

•l

exposed aggregate stone winds
throughout the garden and will tie
together the units. Tree-filled planters are interspersed with permanent
shrubbery on the steps that connect
the varying levels. Identification
plates will be placed on these trees
and on the other species of trees in
the wooded expanse.
"The prevalence of natural beauty dictated the garden plan," says
Marvin, "but the spirit of the people of Fairfield County vividly per-
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-Photos by Ernest Ferguson

passive recreation.
Sunlight, treas and water will
play major roles in creating such a
garden and the natural setting largely has been left intact. Interest will
focus predominantly on sunlit areas
at either end of the garden. In order
to flood these focal points with
sunlight, a minimum number of
trees were removed; thus, the
wooded atmosphere is retained.
This forested area is to be planted
with masses of wild flowers and will
provide numerous nature trails.
Three varied, but unified, gardens eventually will be developed.
A patio garden and a water garden
will dominate ends of the garden
complex. A sunken or glen garden
will lie between the two, thereby
giving marked variation and atmosphere.
A continuous spiral walk of

Above: Architect Robert E. Marvin reveals
the garden plans. Left : Fortune Springs
Park before work began on the gardens.

meates the design. Their appreciation of this concentrated natural
beauty, their enthusiasm and zest
have been an inspiration in creating
a garden. These pleasant slopes,
valleys and woodlands furnish an
excellent potential for a jewel-like
garden."
The dedication ceremony was
held last January 14. At this time
William E. Haslett, mayor of Winnsboro, laid the first brick for the
patio garden. In the invocation, the
Rev. William H. Rose said, "Let us
further the plans and hopes of all
those before us who envisioned a
garden of beauty here." The prayer
was followed by tributes to the late
J. Benjamin White who, as city
manager of Winnsboro, was forceful
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Above: The sunlit patio garden, shown
here under construction, will provide
visitors a broad vista of the entire park.

in executing the work now in progress.
The patio or summer garden has
been completed for opening this
month. The focal point of the overall development, this summer garden with its broad patio and lawn
provides an overlook for the entire
garden. Seats and benches are placed here for the comfort of visitors
and for the enjoyment of pleasant
vistas. A fountain centers the garden. The circular brick wall serves
as a background for shrubbery,
trees and for the walkways passing
between beds of flowers. Many varieties of wild flowers bloom in the
forest while marigolds, salvia,
ageratum and roses maintain a color
pattern in the summer garden.
According to Matthew H. Lynn,
chairman of the garden committee,
the sunken and lake gardens will be
developed in subsequent years.
When completed in full, a wide
32

sweep of the entire garden may be
viewed from the entrance approach.
The sunken garden, which promises to be the most unusual of the
three gardens, will be dramatized
by a waterfall created in a natural
drop approximately 15 feet in
depth. Plans call for a glen into
which the water will flow into fingers. Screened by many plants and
enclosed by a brick retaining wall,
this garden will provide visitors
with privacy, quietness and serenity. Aquatic plants will further
heighten interest and point up the
dramatic landscaping.
When the development of the
water garden begins, the existing
lake will be redesigned and deepened. A small island featuring a
portico is to be created in the lake.
A circular screen of tall plants and a
series of planters connected by
benches will give the garden an air
of remoteness. Aquatic plants will
be used in profusion in this garden.
The forest area planted with
spring and wild flowers offers a natural background for the created gar-

dens. The slopes and the valley in
the center of the garden allow the
levels to change in a natural manner. Hollies, boxwoods, camellias,
azaleas and flowering annuals will
complement the wild flower plantings.
When the campaign for the Fortune Springs Garden Development
Fund was inaugurated in May 1968,
the response was instantaneous.
The committee, composed of
Matthew H. Lynn, Ernest Propst
and Mrs. Herman G. Phillips, was
assisted by a steering committee
appointed from the county's garden
clubs. Since the garden is a joint
city-county project, organizations
of varying interests, business firms,
student groups and individuals
throughout the county joined in
making possible the beginning of
the garden.
The names of those donors
whose gifts exceed $500 will be
inscribed on a granite marker to be
erected within the garden. The
names of all contributors are to be
microfilmed and placed in a time
capsule to be opened in 2000 A.D.
Mrs. Herman G. Phillips, secretary and treasurer of the garden
committee, has been impressed by
the large number of donations
received from Fairfield County
residents now serving in the various
branches of military service.
"Memorial gifts have also played
a prominent part from the beginning of the project," she says.
"These gifts have yielded a substantial portion of the fund needed
for the building of the garden.
"Due to the constancy of these
memorial gifts," Mrs. Phillips says,
"I believe that in the future the
memorial gifts will make up a large
part of the funds necessary for the
maintenance of the garden."
William Banks Patrick, chairman
of the Fairfield County Tricentennial committee, announces that the
patio garden will open in time for
the county's Tricentennial celebration, May 24-May 30.
Lucille McMaster is a free-lance
writer from Winnsboro.
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Above: Charleston and Charleston Harbor
at sunset, viewed from Sullivan's Island.

- Photo by Thomas Tiller Jr.
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SullivanS
Island

By Beth Brown and Gary C. Dickey
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his is the way in which one long
time resident of Sullivan's Island, possibly South Carolina's
first real seaside resort, recalls its
development and proud heritage.
Laden with honor through every
major war-with peaceful days reflected in the solitude of a sparkling
sea lapping at its shores, it has
served as both guardian and refuge.
Spanning an area approximately
three miles long and one mile wide,
it is represented on most maps by
an inconspicuous dot just off the
South Carolina coast.
It has often been the object of
misconception by those outside the
Palmetto State as evidenced by a
letter received by the island's township officials from an Ohio resident
who planned an "expedition" to
the island in search of buried treasure.
"The author of a pirate book recommended that Sullivan's Island
would be an ideal spot," he wrote.
"Can you furnish any information about pirates' tales of buried
treasure or about transportation
facilities to the island?"
Township officials were quick to
point out to the would-be adventurer that transportation was readily available by means of taxi, bus
or private car, and that the only
tale of buried treasure that they
knew of was recorded by Edgar
Allen Poe in his famous short story,
"The Gold Bug."
Also they noted that since the
island in recent years had become
so thickly populated, unless one
confined his search to the oceanfront, he might soon find himself
digging for "pieces of eight" in a
resident's backyard.
But to those explorers in time
known as historians, there is an
abundant treasure to be found
among these windswept sand dunes
and stately palmettos.
Discovered in July 1666 during a
voyage of exploration along the
Carolina coast by Capt. Robert
Sandford, it was commanded eight
years later by Capt. Florence
0 'Sullivan, a deputy to one of
the Lords Proprietors. O'Sullivan's

T
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duties consisted of manning a
"great gun" emplaced on the island
"to be fired upon the approach of
any ship or ships.... "
The strategically located point at
the harbor's eastern entrance was
selected as the place for the gun's
position, and the island became
known as O'Sullivan's which was
soon contracted to Sullivan's.
In its role as a guardian, the island in the early 1700s was credited
with saving Charles Town from an
attack by the Spanish-French fleet.
Again, in 1718, the island's guns
defended the city when pirates
were harassing the coast.
Stede Bonnett, the notorious
pirate leader, sought refuge in the
camouflage of its semitropical terrain after escaping from his captor,
Col. William Rhett. He was recaptured after a bloody fight on the
upper end of t~ island in which
one pirate was killed.
As discontent with British rule
began to surface in the young
colonies, the island made its first
major mark upon the pages of
history when a British fleet of nine
ships carrying 270 guns and backed
by more than 2,000 men failed on
June 28, 1 776, to dislodge South
Carolinians from the unfinished
palmetto-log fort on the island.
News of the victory reached

Philadelphia's Independence Hall
where America's founding fathers
were engaged in debate prior to the
signing of the Declaration of Independence. It is believed that this
news inspired delegates to the
Continental Congress to break all
ties with Great Britain.
It was in this same engagement
that Sgt. William Jasper etched his
name in history.
"We must not fight without a
flag," he shouted, as he leaped over
the palmetto walls, took the battle
flag which had been shot down and
uprighted it, disregarding his own
safety.
The palmetto tree, symbolic of
the British defeat at Sullivan's Island, was then added to the South
Carolina flag, a blue field representing the uniform of the first
and second regiments, and a silver
crescent which was worn on the hats
of the Revolutionary soldiers.
The fort which so ably defended
the colonists is said "to have been
swallowed by the sea." On a visit to
the island in 1 791 President George
Washington noted both Ft. Johnson
and Ft. Moultrie "are in ruins and
scarcely a trace of the latter left."
Right: A sailboat drifts in the harbor
before the rock barrier and goldenrod.
Below: View from lighthouse, facing south.
- Photo by Gary C. Dickey
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A second Ft. Moultrie was completed in 1 798, but it was wrecked
by the hurricane of 1804.
The brick fort which now stands
dates back to 1809, and for 13
months Sgt. Edgar Allen Poe was a
member of the garrison.
Although "The Gold Bug" was
not written while Poe was stationed
in South Carolina, there is no doubt
that the opening paragraphs of the
tale show a vivid picture of Sullivan's Island. He wrote:

'

!.
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This island is a very singular one.
It consists of little else than the sea
sand, and is about three miles long.
Its breadth at no point exceeds a
quarter of a mile. It is separated
from the mainland by a scarcely
perceptible creek, oozing its way
through a wilderness of reeds and
slime, a favorite resort of the marsh
hen. The vegetation as might be
supposed, is scant, or at least dwarfish. No trees of any magnitude are
to be seen. Near the western extremity, where Fort Moultrie
stands, and where are some miserable frame buildings, tenanted
during the summer, by the fugitives
from Charleston dust and fever,
may be found, indeed, the bristly
palmetto; but the whole island,
with the exception of this western
point, and a line of hard, white
beach on the seacoast, is covered
with a dense undergrowth of the
sweet myrtle, so much prized by
the horticulturists of England. The
shrub here often attains the height
of fifteen or twenty feet, and forms
an almost impenetrable coppice,
burthening the air with its fragrance.

Ten years later the island hosted
another famous visitor. Osceola, the
chief of the Seminoles, with a party
of 100 warriors and nearly as many
women and children, was taken to
Ft. Moultrie. He became ill and
died while at the fort, and his grave
lies at the foot of the north wall of
the fort.
The North and South were
becoming openly hostile, and Maj.
Robert Anderson ordered Ft.
Moultrie evacuated. He moved his
troops to occupy Ft. Sumter.
This unexpected and unauthorized act, contrary to orders
from the Secretary of War, violated
the understandings and agreements
between state and Federal authorMay 1970

- Photo by Jo Pinka r d

ities, and many historians believe it
brought on the War Between the
States.
Ft. Moultrie was seized by state
troops immediately after Maj.
Anderson's evacuation, and the fort
played a prominent role in the
shelling of Ft. Sumter on April
12-13, 1861.
In April 1863, the fort-with the
aid of two of its batterie~defeated
a Federal ironclad squadron and,
the following September, Ft.
Moultrie fought the longest battle
which had occurred in warfare up
to that time between a fort and
ironclads.
However, it, along with all other

defenses of Charleston, was abandoned in February 1865.
Aside from its well- known military history, the island served as a
vacation refuge for many visitors
starting in the early 19th century.
Although most of the visitors
were from Charleston and other
s urro un ding Low-Country areas,
the island's little-known Atlantic
Beach Hotel with its plush grand
ballroom hosted numerous prominent guests from as far away as
New York and California.
One islander for whom this thriving resort era holds especially vivid
memories is Mrs. Mattie Brown who
served as a cook for the hotel.
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"It was grand... there's just no
other way to describe it," she recalls.
"I can remember the days when
the trolley car would stop at the
platform behind the hotel, unloading great blocks of ice and stacks
and stacks of food for the dining
room ... and what a dining room it
was!
"In those days, there wasn't any
menu for the guests to choose

from; we just prepared the meal
and guests were served sort of
family style at two large dining
tables which had to be fixed just
right with the finest linens and
silverware for every meal."
Known affectionately to the
present islanders simply as Mattie,
she recalls scenes of "high living"
when distinguished gentlemen and
beautiful ladies dined at the hotel
and then were entertained through

-Photos by Jo Pinkard

Above: The Coast Guard Lighthouse,
visible from 19 miles at sea. Right:
Another view of the harbor from Sullivan's Island. Below: Grave of Osceola,
chief of the Seminoles, by the north
wall of Ft. Moultrie. Below right: Ft.
Moultrie, where Sgt. Jasper raised the
battle flag over the palmetto log fort.
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nights of dancing and music at the
adjacent dance hall.
But tragedy was destined to befall the grand hotel. Mattie, one of
the eyewitnesses to the event,
describes it this way:
"I lived alone in a small house
near the hotel, so I always knew
what was going on there. One night
I was awakened from a sound sleep
by the flicker of light playing
through my window. I wasn't even
fully awake when I realized that the
light was a fire."
Jumping from her bed, she ran
out of her house and over to the
hotel, but even as she approached,
she could tell that the Atlantic
Beach Hotel, in all its grandeur, was
at last being consumed by flames.
"That was in 1924," Mattie recalls, "and I remember that all I
could do was stand there and watch
and cry."
It was during this same period
that the island was divided into two
separate towns. The lower portion
near the fort became known as
Moultrieville, while the other end
was named Atlanticville. Although
neither of the two boasted very big
business centers, they were readily
distinguished by their two post
offices.
When the island's first official
custodian, Florence O'Sullivan,
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with an intensity of 28 million
candlepower. It is visible at sea
from a distance of 19 miles.
At present, the island appears to
have fulfilled its earliest potential as
a refuge and guardian. As the
powerful beacon from its lighthouse guards and guides the ships at
sea, the solitude of its beaches provides a refuge beyond compare.
The love of the islanders for their
home is probably best summed up
in the statement from one welltraveled, lifelong resident: "All I
say to everybody I meet is just try
and make it to Sullivan's Island
sometime."

Beth Brown and Gary C. Dickey are
on The News and Courier staff.
- Photo by Jo Pinkard

-Photo by Gary C. Dickey

died, the property was deeded back
to the state as a "place for poor
white people." But at one time at
least, more rich persons than poor
came to inhabit the island. One
section on the southwest end of the
island became known as "Millionaire's Row." The houses were
all built three or four stories tall
and many of them still stand today.
Mrs. I.M. Pickett, who has lived
on the island virtually all of her life,
recalls: "There was a huge windmill
which drew water into our bathhouses.
"We didn't live here year-round,
but my father used to have hunting
parties in the winter and the men
would hunt marsh hens."
At that time, just as in recent
years, it was the summers during
which the island really boomed. A
ferryboat and a trolley car brought
hundreds of visitors to the island.
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Above: The rocks are a favorite spot for
sunbathers. Right: Mrs. Mattie Brown,
former cook for the Atlantic Beach Hotel,
is still acclaimed the island's best cook.

Sometimes on Sunday afternoons,
people from Charleston would
bring their horses and carriages over
on the ferry and ride them along
the beach.
During this era, all of the island's
roads were of dirt, and residents
were excused from paying taxes
(about $4 per year) if they worked
on the streets, keeping them
dragged and leveled off.
In modern days, the island's
changing face has seen the addition
of an important landmark in the
erection of the Sullivan's Island
Coast Guard Lighthouse. Built in
1961 on the eastern edge of the
island, the light is reputed to be the
second brightest light in the world
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hen you turn into the winding
dirt road beside the sign pointing out the Thomas B. Greneker farm, you enter a children's
world of enchantment.
Edgewood, as the farm homestead is called, was once the plantation of Gov. Francis W. Pickens.
The Grenekers have a property plat
dated November 1841.
The hospitality of both Lovie
and Tom Greneker is reminiscent of
the Old South, and their three
daughters have the same friendliness. This is how the kindergarten
visits began about 10 years ago.
Lalla, the youngest daughter, took
a baby lamb to Miss Nell's Kindergarten where she was enrolled.
The children were so enthusiastic
that Lalla and her parents extended
an invitation to the children to visit
the farm.
This evolved into a year-round
project for the Grenekers and now
various kindergartens and church

W
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youth groups in the county are short rides around the barnyard.
Afterwards he hitches the mules up
regular visitors to the farm.
The peacocks especially appeal to the wagon and the children all
to the children. The beautiful birds pile in for a ride around the plantaprance about, preenitlg their feath- tion.
It is a special delight when the
ers of many colors-spreading them
out as they walk proudly about the children are lucky enough to find
farm. Greneker gives each child a newborn lambs on their visit to the
farm. They love to feel the soft,
colorful feather to take home.
Besides peacocks the farm has downy wool; the touch of their
geese, ducks, turkeys, guinea fowl, small hands seems to be their way
sheep, horses, cows, chickens and of communicating with the animals.
Some of the children who come
many types of birds, including
martins in season.
for visits have never lived on a farm
A hen that lays multi-hued eggs or had the chance to see so many
is a favorite with the children. They farm animals at close range; thus, it
all think she is a relative of the is a special education for them.
Easter Bunny. One little boy
Greneker acknowledges that it is
wanted to know if the hen could a great satisfaction for him to see
produce chocolate eggs.
them having so much fun at the
Peanuts, the gentle horse that farm. "I can never forget the way
belongs to the Greneker girls, is a their eyes light up when they watch
popular animal too. George a baby lamb stand on wobbly legs,"
Simkins, who has worked for the he says.
Grenekers for many years, helps the
youngsters saddle up the horse for Iris H. Gibson is from Johnston.
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Cameron-Brown's gqide to
buying and selling a home.
Buying. Don't rush into anything.
Give yourself weeks, months
even, to find what you're looking for. When you discover your
dream house, approach with caution. Use a hat pin to check all
wood for dry rot or termites.
Check the wiring for shorts. Some
knowledge of electrical engineering will come in
handy.This is only
a partial checklist. After assuring
yourself of the
soundness of the
house, talk price,
make no commitments,and contact
alawyer.Havehim
state his fee as
soon as possible.
Buy a book on Real Property
and a Black's Law Dictionary.
Assuming everything is in good
repair and the seller actually owns
the house without liens or other
encumbrances, you should be
ready to buy. If you know all
about financing. And that's
simple enough. You can pick up
a pamphlet at the nearest bank.

Selling. Run a classified ad. Someone at the newspaper will be more
than glad to word it properly for
you. Don't forget to include a line
about shown by appointment
only. You can expect a great many
telephone calls at all hours of the
day or night. And visitors who
don't bother calling first. Prepare
yourself for giving the same selling performance
repeatedly and answer all questions
about construction. You never
know which inquirer will be the
real buyer. When
someone has met
your price, discuss
the best method of financing. Of
course you know all about points.
You wouldn't be selling your own
home if you didn't. And there's the
matter of closing costs. But you
remember that from when you
bought the house. And you've
read the new ruling of default of
G. I. loans. Why not make it easy
on yourself. CallyourlocalRealtor.
0

Cameron-Brown@

By Winifred W. Rodgers

he growing awareness of the
public to the threat of pollution
and to the ecological balance of
our environment is nothing new to
Anna Hyatt Huntington. Forty
years ago when she and her husband founded Brookgreen Gardens,
they took steps to make all of the
property of the gardens a wildlife
sanctuary. In dedicating Brookgreen Gardens in 1931, Archer
Milton Huntington said:

T

These gardens form the final link in
a chain of three wildlife refuges; the
first in the Adirondacks of over
13,000 acres . . . at Newport News,
Virginia .. . [and at] Brookgreen.
Here should be a sanctuary for
living and growing things where
they could be seen and appreciated ... [for] a greater awareness
of the treasures of nature might be
a curb on their wanton destruction.

The visiting public has long been
grateful to the Huntingtons for this
lovely spot where nature and art are
so skillfully combined. They were
as mindful of man's cultural needs
as they were of nature's ecology.
The gardens are a refuge for people
as the surrounding woods and
swamps are a sanctuary for wildlife.
The balance of nature is maintained
here in an undisturbed environment
where human activity is limited to
protection.
·
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The daughter of a Harvard professor of paleontology, Anna
Vaughan Hyatt was born in 1876 in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Reared
in the environment of a naturalist's
intense interest in animal life, she
developed an early love for all creatures. This interest and knowledge
of animals eventually brought her
fame in sculpture as an "Animalier," one who can capture not

only the animal's likeness but its
mood and personality. No dull
studies in anatomy come from her
hands, but rather an animal's grace,
movement, fierceness, nobility, or
even the everyday cussedness of a
domestic beast.
Modeling circus animals while
Above: "Don Quixote," a heroic-size
statue of Cervantes' idealistic knight.
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Praised be those whose gentle touch
has brought a garden long since
dead to life.

Brookgreen Gardens came about
as a result of a yacht trip to the
West Indies by the Huntingtons in
1929. Mrs. Huntington had contracted tuberculosis, and the couple
was searching for a mild climate
where they could make a winter
home. Their happy discovery of
South Carolina has benefited the
state and the country with a unique
collection of American statuary in a
beautiful natural setting.
Brookgreen Plantation, along
with the adjoining plantations of
Springfield, Laurel Hill and The

-

Oaks, was then for sale and the
Huntingtons knew immediately
that this was the spot for which
they had searched. Remnants of a
once-lovely formal garden at the
end of an avenue of huge, mossladen live oaks were the little that
remained of the homesite of the
early colonial settlers, the Allstons.
Birthplace of Washington Allston,
the "American Titian," The Oaks
with its abandoned rice fields stretching west to the Waccamaw River
Left: Mrs. Huntington at work on first
small model of "Joan of Arc" (a tableau by Marion B. Allen) . Below: "Lion ."
Right : "Young Diana." Both bronze statues are works of Anna H. Huntington.

All Photos courtesy of Brookgreen Gardens

they trained, and domestic beasts
on the family farm in Maryland,
young Anna was soon able to study
at the Art Students League in New
York. Later followed three years in
Europe where she worked in France
on her famed "Joan of Arc." The
"Joan of Arc" was awarded honorable mention rather than a medal
at the Paris Salon of 1910 because
the judges deemed it impossible for
a woman to have completed such a
tremendous piece. Other than some
help on the armature, she had alone
emplaced a ton of clay for the
model.
Internationally known since
before World War I, she has given
generously to institutions throughout the Western Hemisphere. Her
work is in the collections of over
200 museums in this country. Her
famous "Torch Bearers" was given
both to Madrid, Spain, and Havana,
Cuba, in 1955. The statue in
Havana has been allowed to remain
even though that country is now
under an anti-American dictatorship.
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was mute evidence of a onceextensive plantation rice culture.
At first they planned a setting
for some of Mrs. Huntington's
sculpture, but very quickly their
plans developed into the creation of
an outdoor museum for an outline
collection of American sculpture.
Today there are 340 pieces by 1 78
sculptors in Brookgreen's collection .
. . . Its object is the presentation of
the natural life of a given district as
a museum, and as it is a garden, and
gardens have from early times been
rightly embellished by the art of
the sculptor, that principle has
found expression in American
creative art.

For the next 25 years the Huntingtons devoted their energies to
the physical development of the
gardens and to the collection of the
sculpture. Using the live oak avenue
as an axis, Mrs. Huntington designed the walks in the formal garden in
the shape of a butterfly with wings
outspread. The wrought-iron gates
throughout the gardens are also her
designs. Such a large undertaking
provided work and dignity for
many local residents during the lean
years of the Depression.
Brookgreen Gardens, a Society
for the Southeastern Flora and
Fauna, was chartered by the state
of South Carolina in 1931. The gardens, a nonprofit, eleemosynary organization, endowed by its founders and administered by a board of
trustees, was open free to the
public until 1968. In January of
that year a modest admission
charge was initiated to help defray
rising costs of operation. Although
the gardens have never received
public funds, they have in great
measure received the public's gratitude.
Mrs. Huntington's horses are her
best-known subjects; she has said
that if there is a central theme to
her work, "it must be horses."
"Fighting Stallions" at the highway
entrance, "Youth Taming the Wild"
at the formal entrance to the live
oak avenue, and "Don Quixote,"
the man from La Mancha, all of
heroic size, are only three of the 31
May 1970

pieces of Mrs. Huntington's sculpture at Brookgreen.
At Andrew Jackson State Park
near Lancaster stands Mrs. Huntington's work "Andrew Jackson,
Boy of the Waxhaws." A far gentler
and more youthful version than the
familiar stern visage of "Old Hickory," this statue shows Jackson sitting bareback on his horse and
looking toward his native hills. Mrs.
Huntington did this piece in response to a request of a sixth grade
class in Lancaster. In a letter to
them she wrote, "He must have
been a good looking and thoughtful
boy, wondering what the future
might hold, moments we all have

from our teens to our nineties."
She completed this work in her
ninetieth year and presented it to
the park dedicated in Jackson's
name on the 200th anniversary of
his birth in 196 7.
If she can put a famous person
on a horse, she very well does-Spain's el Cid Campeador and Don
Quixote; France's Joan of Arc; and
America's young Abraham Lincoln,
entitled "The Prairie Years," studying as he rides his horse. These are
only a few of scores she has executed of subjects on horseback.
She confessed defeat once when she
was unable to visualize Christopher
Columbus, as a horseman.
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In the Finest American Tradition:

CHARLESTON MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM & EXHIBITION HALL
The beauty and flexibility of
this new, air-conditioned building in downtown Charleston
makes it one of the outstanding
meeting and performance centers
of the Southeast. The building
was designed by Lucas and Stubbs
Associates, Architects and Engineers, of Charleston and constructed by McDevitt & Street
Company, General Contractors, of Charlotte.
Richtex brick were chosen for the exterior of

the Charleston Auditorium because of their fine texture, color
and enduring quality.
Richtex is South Carolina's
largest brick maker. Richtex offers styles to suit any design ...
from colonial to modern . . . for
buildings, homes, walls, patios or
anywhere brick are used.
For information . . . call or
write: Richtex Corporation, 2000 Taylor Street,
Columbia, S. C. 29203. Phone (803) 252-3661.

Richtex
Brick

doubt in deference to the founding
institution, Tamassee DAR School
has three statuettes of Mrs. Huntington's forebears, "Grandmother
Beebe," "Grandmother Hyatt," and
"Great-Grandmother Anna
Vaughan."
"The Torchbearer," the large
bronze in front of the University of
South Carolina's School of Education, was a 1965 gift to the university. It was preceded in 1960 by the
small-scale "Fillies Playing." The
university awarded Mrs. Huntington
an honorary degree in 1963. Because she was unable to attend the
exercises, USC President Thomas F.
Jones personally conferred this
degree at her Stanerigg Farm home
at Bethel, Connecticut. A further
honor came from the university in
1966 when the Department of Art
and Music named its gallery in
McMaster College the Huntington
Gallery.
Above: "Fighting Stallions," at garden
entrance. Right: "The Centaur Cheiron."
Both statues are by Mrs. Huntington.

Although the major part of her
work has been done in New York
and Connecticut, much of her work
in the years of Brookgreen Gardens'
development was done in the studio
at her winter home, Atalaya, located on the seaside property of
Brookgreen. (This property is now
leased to the state at no charge and
operated as Huntington Beach State
Park.) The Huntingtons, in search
of a model for Don Quixote's faithful steed, Rosinante, acquired a
number of old horses who had long
since been put out to pasture. Good
care and ample feed created problems, for her models soon grew too
sleek and fat to pose for the bony
o Id nag she envisioned. Ringtail
monkeys kept at Atalaya were
models for the humorous group,
"Toilette Matinals," which she gave
to Winthrop College.
Many small pieces-animals and
personalities-are the proud possessions of schools, colleges and
museums in South Carolina. No
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Above: Anna Hyatt Huntington with the
half-size clay model of "Andrew Jackson, Boy of the Waxhaws," in May
1964. The 94-year-old sculptress con tinues to practice her art in Connecticut.

A pioneer among women in
sculpture, she is a master of the
difficult and demanding medium_
From the original sketches in clay,
she has performed at one time or
another every task; enlarging in
successive stages from quarter-life
to heroic size, cutting in stone-all
are familiar to her_
Married in 1923 to Archer
Milton Huntington, stepson and
heir to Collis Potter Huntington's
railroad and shipping fortune, Anna
Vaughan Hyatt joined her husband
in his enthusiasm for Hispanic history and literature. Hispanic scholar, poet, philanthropist, founder of
museums, Archer Milton Huntington chose scholarship and archeology as his life's work instead of
his stepfather's business interests.
Neither of the Huntingtons was
interested in the purely social activities of the very wealthy; instead,
each devoted himself to the world
of arts and letters. This union of
two remarkable people has had its
far-reaching effects. Archer Huntington, who died in 1955, will long
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be remembered for his scholarship
and as a generous patron of the
arts. Together the couple's contributions to the world of art, their
foresight in improving and preserving large areas of our environment
and their generosity have provided
pleasure and educational advantages
for South Carolinians.
Grateful to the citizens of the
state for their support in the development of Brookgreen Gardens, the
Huntingtons applauded South Carolinians for their "unfailing friendly
response." Especially fortunate was
their feeling in bringing to Brookgreen in 1930 Frank Green Tarbox
Jr., a Georgetown County native
and graduate of Clemson College.
At first in charge of all planting
in the gardens, "Captain Frank"
served many years as director and
as a trustee. He collected from the
wild, nurtured and propagated the
gardens' now famous collection of
native and indigenous flora which
provides settings for the sculpture.
Credit is given to this gifted man,
who passed away as director emeritus in 1968, for the majority of
Brookgreen's collection of hundreds of species of plantings. He
planned and planted the Magnolia
Avenue, the arboretum and, in

1940, the Dogwood Garden on the
northwest wing of the formal gardens. In 1969, at the annual meeting of the trustees, a resolution was
passed to dedicate Magnolia Avenue
as a memorial to Captain Frank.
Mrs. Huntington's last visit to
Sou th Carolina was to dedicate
"Black Panther" in 1959 for the
353rd Fighter Day Squadron stationed at Myrtle Beach Air Force
Base. A well-traveled sculpture,
"Black Panther" accompanies the
squadron wherever its headquarters
are transferred. Her traveling days
over, the sculptor did attend the
dedication in September 1969 of
"Putnam's Escape at Horses Neck"
at Putnam Park in Redding, Connectticut. This large bronze portrays
the fiery Revolutionary general,
Israel Putnam, forcing his horse to
descend steps as Putnam looks
back, shaking his fist in fury at his
would- be British captors.
Winner of the highest awards in
the humanities, victorious at 61
over a serious illness of 10 years,
over 70 years a sculptor, always
straightforward and unpretentious,
this is Anna Hyatt Huntington.

Winifred W. Rodgers is secretary to
the director of Brookgreen Gardens.
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A Church
Built in a Day
By Jane Searson Newman
conventional modern brick
structure stands today on the
same property in Spartanburg
where a frame church was begun
and finished, between sunrise and
sunset, May 1, 1912. El Bethel
United Methodist Church is often
still called by Spartanburg's oldtimers the "One-Day Church."
The City Mission, first organized
in 1900 as a Sunday school, met in
a house in Arkwright Mill village.
R.L. Doggett, a layman, assisted the
Rev. R.L. Holroyd and was superintendent of the Sunday school.
When the little mission was
about 10 years old, the Rev. J.W.
Speake, then pastor of Bethel
Methodist Church in Spartanburg,
came up with the idea of building a
church in a day. He had heard that
such an undertaking had been
accomplished in Texas, and he felt
that this struggling mission needed
a better home. In 1912, Bethel
Church and the Rev. Speake pledged their support to City Mission
and its pastor, the Rev. J.W. Shell.
A lot was purchased on South
Church Street at Crescent Avenue
and a brick foundation laid. Lumber was cut according to contractor
J.M. Crawford's exact specifications. All materials were placed in
readiness on the building site. Word
of the fantastic plan got around,
arousing both curiousity and Christian interest. The mission was to
have a second home, described as a
"wonder" and built in one day.
When carpenters and other workmen were asked to give a day's
labor to the unusual project, 150
men showed up, some as early as 5
a.m. A prayer was offered and the
task begun. Each worker knew
ahead exactly what was expected of
him.

A
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Right: Old photographs show the "One
Day Church" at three stages of construction: early morning, 1:30p.m.,and evening.
Below: El Bethel's present structure, built
in 1950, replaced the "One Day Church."

Dimensions of the building were
32 by 68 feet. When the first corner
post went up, A.H. Kirby, a leader
in Spartanburg Methodism, drove
the first nail. The studding was
done, the floor laid. Next, work
was begun on the ceiling and the
weatherboarding. Overhead rafters
were put into place and then the
sheeting laid. Painting had begun
early in the morning as soon as various parts of the building were completed. The roof was quickly finished under the supervision of T.J.
Burriss, inventor of a metal shingle.
A bugle called the men to lunch
at noon, and a band furnished
music. Ladies of the church and
other friends served the meal which
allowed for about a half hour's rest.
By 2 p.m. the chancel and choir
loft were finished. When the pews
were placed, the ceiling was completed and lights were turned on
after 5 p.m.
Supper was served in the early
evening and everyone on hand went

inside for the first service in
Spartan burg's f~urth Methodist
church.
It was a tired but proud congregation. Several hundred people,
unable to enter the already crowded church, stood on the outside. All
seemed to feel that God had answered the prayers of those who
had taken part in this endeavor,
which at first was only a hope, an
idea discussed by a few people with
vision.
Because most of the funds were
furnished by Bethel Church, City
Mission felt it appropriate to adopt
the name El Bethel. Over the years
the church has never lost its spirit.
In 1950, the One-Day Church was
replaced with a building and furnishings valued at $100,000. The
Rev. Victor M. Ross is minister.
Older members are quick to
point out that the present El Bethel
edifice grew out of the faith that
built the One-Day Church.

Jane Searson Newman is from
Greenville.
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The Old Brush•On!

For steaks, hamburgers, chicken, chops or ribs -a
superb table sauce too. Piggie Park Bar-B-Q Sauce
is a secret blend of the highest quality ingredients
developed from an heirloom recipe 103 years old.
Piggie Park's distinctive flavor brings out the best
in meats-try one of five great tastes soon: Regular
Spicy Hot, Gari ic, On ion and Hickory.

''
Proof That Patriotism
Can Be Popular
By Rita Horton McDavid
" '1776' is something you have
to see and hear to believe."
"It stirs the blood. "
"At last our theatre has
something to cheer about."
hese were critics' acclaims when
"1 776," a musical about the
third Continental Congress-the
one that declared our independence--opened in New York's 46th
Street Theatre last spring. Since
then "1776" has won the New
York Drama Critics Circle Award
and the Tony Award.
One of the play's most important
roles is that of Edward Rutledge of
South Carolina. Young, attractive,
elegantly dressed, endowed with a
pleasing voice, he was "that young
popinjay" to Sam Adams; yet, at
the age of 26 he was a signer of the
Declaration of Independence.
The overture of the hit musical
(music and lyrics by Sherman
Edwards and script by Peter Stone)
begins with a drum-roll, lowpitched and slow, its tempo quickening as one by one the other instruments join in. You think of
marching men, Concord, King's
Mountain, Yorktown, bloody footprints at Valley Forge.

T

Left: A scene from the musical "1776 ."
In the center is Edward Rutledge (portrayed by David Cryer), flanked by
Thomas Jefferson (left) and John Adams.
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The music ceases and the show
begins: You see a simple chamber
which seems crowded with men
seated at desks. You remember that
Independence Hall is small, and
think for the first time how congested it must have been. (You do
not realize until later that less than
half the 56 members of the Congress are actually represented.) The
theatre is very quiet. At the very
edge of the stage, a little in front of
the other delegates, sits a man who
we later learn is John Adams. The
stillness is broken when he rises and
shouts:
"Good God! I have had this Congress!"
"Sit down, John!" the others
chorus. They have had enough of
Adams and his persistent demands
for "in dependency."
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"Open up a window!" comes a
plea.
It is late May and, as a line in the
play goes, "hot as Hell in Philadelphia," but when the windows are
opened flies swarm in, their activity
more irritating than Adams'.
Uninterrupted the action moves
along. It is scene seven. Jefferson
has written the Declaration and it is
before the Congress. Already 85
changes have been made, 400 words
deleted, but there is still hope of its
passing-until Rutledge objects. The
young South Carolinian rises and
strides to where John Adams sits,
fixes his gaze upon the other man's
eyes, and says quietly: "Mr. Adams,
I give you a toast: Charleston,
Boston-which stinketh the most?"
Then he sings a moving song entitled "Molasses and Rum."

"Who," the song asks Adams,
"will sail the ships out of Boston,
laden with Bibles and rum ...
who'll drink a toast to the Ivory
Coast? Hail Boston, the slavers
have come!" He sings of "faces
in the crowd, white faces, seafa ring faces," of "New England
fortunes made in the triangle
trade." At the climax of the scene
he exclaims that South Carolina
will never sign the Declaration
while it contains the clause that
would abolish slavery, because
slavery is essential to the South's
economy. That said, he walks out.
"Economy, economy! Always
economy!" John Adams grumbles.
Nevertheless, one who knew the
real Edward Rutledge wrote:
" ... he was always opposed to slavery, deeming it a national curse."
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signer of the Declaration. They had
several children, of whom two survived. Henrietta died, and in 1 792
Edward married Mary Shubrick
Eveleigh, a widow. There were no
children from this marriage.
L. Carroll Judson in "A Biography of the Signers of the Declaration of Independence" (1839),
describes the demise of Rutledge:
During the legislative session of
1800, his illness [ they called it
"hereditary gout"] increased so
rapidly that he felt an assurance
that his dissolution was rapidly
approaching, and was desirous of
returning to Charleston .... The
Constitution required the presence
of the governor during the sitting of
the legislature, and so scrupulous
was he to fulfill its letter, that he
determined to remain unless both
branches passed a resolution sanctioning his absence. The subject was
submitted, but on some debate
arising from the partisan feeling
then prevalent, the application was
immediately withdrawn and he
remained until the legislature adjourned. He was barely able to
reach his home, when he laid down
upon the bed of death.

Scenes from the New York musical "1776" : On the left are Thomas Jefferson,
Benjamin Franklin and John Adams. Above are John Adams and his wife Abigail.

Edward Rutledge, the youngest
of seven children of Dr. John Rutledge and Sarah Hext, has been
somewhat overshadowed in South
Carolina history by his elder brother, John. When their Irish father
died at 37, he left his 26-year-old
widow with a family of small children and several estates. One estate
is the site of present-day Boone
Hall at Mt. Pleasant.
Edward spent four years studying law at the Middle Temple in
London, after three years as his
brother's law clerk in Charles
Town. If he obeyed the instructions
contained in a letter from his older
brother, he studied also shorthand
and French, improved his Greek
and Latin, never missed an opportunity to attend the theatre, church
or Parliament. Shortly after his
return to South Carolina, he took
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the case of a Charles Town editor
who had been thrown into jail for
printing his newspaper on unstamped paper. His defense of the
editor made Rutledge so popular
that, at the age of 24, he was elected a delegate to the first Continental Congress in 1774.
In the Revolution, Rutledge
served as a captain, and was one of
the South Carolina patriots imprisoned for more than a year in a
dungeon at Saint Augustine,
Florida. Several times elected to the
House of Representatives, he was a
Presidential elector for South Carolina twice. President Washington
offered him a district judgeship,
which he declined. In 1 798 he was
elected governor of South Carolina.
His wife, Henrietta Middleton,
whom he married in 1774, was the
sister of another South Carolina

But "1776" cannot pause to
examine the background of Edward
Rutledge or that of any other
delegate; it surges toward the
finale-the signing of the Declaration of Independence. And so we
catch only flashes of the young
Sou th Carolinian-foppish in his
blue satin and his ruffles, steely in
his loyalty to the South, "fiery" (as
one reviewer describes him) in his
oratory.
On stage, as in history, Rutledge
is a patriot-and so are the other
delegates. But there is irony in his
insistence on the preservation of
slavery: By signing the Declaration,
from which explicit censure of
slavery had been expurged,
Rutledge thereby helped further
the cause of national independence
while also fostering the "peculiar
institution" which was so important to the South. Revolution
brought independence, but it took
a civil war to abolish slavery.

Rita Horton McDavid is a free-lance
writer from Columbia.
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SANCTUARY FOR RARE MANUSCRIPTS
By Kathleen L. Sloan
What is a rare book?
Officials of McKissick Memorial
Library at the University of South
Carolina feel that they have the
answer; and 10,000 such classified
volumes have been placed together
in the Treasure Room on the second floor of the library.
A touch of quiet reverence
pervades the atmosphere, and one
scarcely breathes in the presence of
so many great works. One imagines
he hears the ghostly sounds of
Audubon's brush strokes; the
marching of Napoleon's armies
through conquered Egypt; the war
whoops of American Indians; John
Adams' defense of the Constitution; James Burney's tall tales of
the buccaneers.
The books come in all shapes and
sizes, with all manner of binding,
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fancy and ornamental, some dull in
color and worn with time. The
endpapers are often autographed by
famous authors, or reveal book
plates of notable men and women.
Some are remnants of collections
bought by the state of South Carolin a through established agents
abroad for the infant South Carolina College, as the university was
first known.
We asked Prof. Alfred Rawlinson, former director of libraries and
now the university curator, what
makes a book rare. "As there is no
agreed-upon definition of an
antique, so there is no agreed-upon
definition of a rare book. A rare
book may be determined by its
value to scholars. In determining
what volumes the university has
that might be considered rare, we

had the help and assistance of Dr.
Hellmut Lehmann-Haupt, who is
well known as a bibliographer,
author and rare book authority.
Besides those which the university
had which he labeled rare, he
helped us to acquire others," he
replied.
The 10,000-volume collection is
valuable to the university and to
the South, Prof. Rawlinson pointed
out. "The books have an intrinsic
value in the information they contain, and in the contribution they
make to scholarly research done
here at the university. Many of
them have, in addition to these
reasons, an aesthetic value as objets
d'art because of their beautiful
bindings, hand-colored illustrations,
their first leaves, especially the
15th-century illuminated copy of
Sandlapper
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Ranulf Higden's 'Polycronicon.'
"Some have significant imprint
dates, some are American books
printed before 1820, some are
English books which were printed
before 1600, some are Confederate
imprints, a great many are in
foreign languages, and many are of
limited editions."
The rare books housed at
McKissick complement the vast
collection at the South Caroliniana
Library which contains, for instance, the first book ever printed
in the state. The South Caroliniana
Library contains books, journals,
photographs, paintings, sculpture
and other materials relating exclusively to the state of South Carolina, and is the only library in the
United States devoted entirely to a
state's collection.
A catalog listing items in the rare
book collection of McKissick Library was compiled in 1966 by
chief reference librarian Mrs. DavyJo Stribling Ridge, who has responsibility for the Treasure Room. The
catalog, which supplemented a
book originally compiled and
annotated by Miss Elizabeth D.
English, assistant librarian, has been
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Left: The Treasure Room contains a store
of information valuable to scholars and
researchers. Above: Mrs. Ridge, who has
charge of the Treasure Room, examines
a medieval illuminated manuscript (below) .

distributed to other places in
America and Europe having rare
book collections.
Among the rarest of the books in
McKissick's Treasure Room is John
James Audubon's "Birds of America , " in the edition called the
"Elephant Folio." The edition-one
of the university's prized possessions-was purchased by the legislature for South Carolina College.
The folio has 435 plates, each beautifully hand colored, of specimens
in life-size. It was originally subscribed for at $925.50, and its
estimated value today is $225,000.
About 200 sets of the bird prints
were compiled by Audubon, the
majority of which have been
broken and sold. Two other col1e g es in the United States
subscribed for the folio at the same
time as South Carolina: Harvard
and Columbia. Another South
Carolina museum, the Charleston
Museum, also has an original set.
Audubon spent a great part of
his time in the Southern states,
chiefly in Louisiana, Georgia and
South Carolina, in his life's mission
to draw and paint birds life-size in
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Above: Pileated woodpeckers, a print
from J.J. Audubon's "Birds of America."

the specimens in black and white,
after which Audubon laboriously
colored them by hand. It took him
20 years and several trips back and
forth across the Atlantic to complete the task, always being discouraged over lack of necessary funds.
Some of the plates eventually were
lost forever when they were burned
in a fire.
Among Mc Kissick 's unusual
books is the 21-volume handcolored set commissioned and published by the French government
(1809-1829) after Napoleon's
conquerors had overrun Egypt. As
part of the attempt to justify the
conquest, artists and scholars were
sent in by ·the French government
to explore and describe the archeological remains.
What may be a pre-Columbian
reference to the discovery of
Newfoundland , by Norsemen is
contained in a book by Ranulf
Higden, who died in 1364. This was
an early universal history coming
down to the 14th century. The
McKissick item is a manuscript and
has a bookplate in front.
During the Middle Ages when
people were very much concerned
about morals, and when they also
wrote voluminously about death, a
cartoon work was compiled. This
book contains a series of prints
called the "Dance of Death," and is
concerned with the temporariness
of life and the philosophical point
of view on morals and religious
teachings.

their natural habitat. He also
depended greatly upon friends for
their help since, in the beginning,
he was neither a great ornithologist
nor a great painter. One of these
Another rare volume is Capt.
friends was the Rev. John Bach- William Bligh's report on his sea
man, a Charleston minister to voyage on which the best-seller
whom Audubon gives credit in his "Mutiny on the Bounty" was
notes, but whose name has been based. Yet another is John Eliot's
generally omitted in national Indian Bible ( one of the few in
works. Another was Bachman's existence), for which the missister-in-law, Maria Martin (who sionary developed a phonetic lanlater became his second wife), who guage. He translated the Bible into
drew backgrounds for the paintings. an Indian language in 1680, the
Unable to have his book pub- first such Bible printed in the
lished in America, Audubon went United States.
to England, where he secured
Two other interesting Bibles in
subscribers and a publisher. He also the Treasure Room are those transcommissioned an engraver, Robert lated into the Cherokee Indian lanHavell, to make the plates. Havell's guage; the Bibles consist of the New
steel plates were then used to print Testament and parts of the Old
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Testament.
Monroe Fulkerson Cockrell, a
Civil War buff, made extraordinary
studies of battles and revisited
scenes of fighting, taking careful
notes for maps. His work, "Civil
War Studies, with Maps," was
privately printed. One of the limited edition of 22 was presented to
the University of South Carolina in
July 1950.
"The Treasure Room also contains one of the finest collections of
18th- and 19th-century literary first
editions in the country," said Mrs.
Ridge, " and the collection is used
extensively by the C.E.A.A.
[Center for the Editions of American Authors]."
0 ther acquisitions include the
Cooper Square reproduction of the
Gutenberg Bible, and the
manuscript of a 16th-century
Catholic missal entitled "The Book
of Hours." The latter, which is
beautifully illuminated, was "the
rage during the Renaissance," said
Mrs. Ridge.
"We also have John Abbot's
original watercolor paintings of
insects, done during the 1 790s for a
book publisher in England, and we
have the book they appeared in
too," she pointed out.
Not all of the McKissick collection is concerned with the ancient.
'' 0 n e of the most valuable
20th-century books we have at
present," Mrs. Ridge noted, "is the
first edition of T.E. Lawrence's
'Seven Pillars of Wisdom,' which
was published in 1926."
Salvador Dali has contributed to
one of the most recent works
acquired. Dali illustrated a new
edition of Dante Alighieri's "Divine
Comedy," published in Florence,
Italy, in 1963.
The list of rare items could go on
and on but space does not permit
naming all of them here. And of
course the collection is frequently
being enlarged as more treasures are
added to the Treasure Room at
McKissick Memorial Library.

Kathleen Lewis Sloan is a free-lance
writer from Columbia.
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Jouth earolina
A Synoptic History For Laymen
By LEWIS P. JONES

This article is part seventeen of a
series which will continue for an
indefinite period of time. Dr. Lewis
P. Jones is chairman of the History
he era between the "revolution Department at Wofford College.
of Reconstruction" (18681877) and the "revolution of unfortunate because this era-less
the farmers" (1890s) has carried dramatic than those which
several tags: the Bourbon era, preceded it and followed it-may
the Redemption, the Conserv- have been more of a formative peative Regime. Each label can be riod for South Carolina mores and
justified by the political emphases attitudes than have most.
But to be conventional, let us
of the time. To some myopic laymen reminiscing later, however, it glance first at politicians. The leadcan appear a pleasantly recalled era ers were-not surprisingly-those
of Victorian houses, courtly leaders who had just "re2eemed" the state
who were as elegant as they were by leading the counterrevolution
polite, small wooden schoolhouses that had militantly ended Radical
with Friday afternoon spelling bees Reconstruction in 1876-and hence
or declamation contests, dusty their label of "Redeemers," now
towns ( endowed with opera house, widely used. (As Wallace phrased it,
livery stable and Confederate here "began the real reconstruction,
monument) , railroad excursions which was largely the undoing of
loaded with exuberant passengers, 'Reconstruction.' ") Most of these
rocking chairs on the long piazzas leaders were ex-Confederate ofat "the springs," and mournful ficers, heroes in a conflict then
annual pilgrimages to the local frequently and lugubriously romancemetery on Confederate Memorial ticized in the "Lost Cause Cult,"
Day. It was an age of new cotton men whose exploits and virtues lost
mills and crowded villages plunked nothing by repeated tellings. Many
down on "mill hills" which were were charter members of the
suddenly populated by people charmed circle of the antebellum
transplanted from the red hills or aristocracy, perhaps-like England's
the Blue Ridge and now gathered Charles II-enjoying a "Restoraaround the company store. In tion." Many critics gave them the
truth, the social history of the French label of "Bourbons," beperiod has been neglected for the cause like the French dynasty of
political history, and such has been that name they seemed to have
CHAPTER 17
Age of Hampton:
Bourbonism, 1877-1890

T
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"forgotten nothing and learned
nothing."
South Carolina Bourbons-or
Redeemers, or Conservatives-were
more bona fide "Old Guard" than
were many of their counterparts in
other Southern states where often
there was a quite new cast of
characters who sought New South
acceptance by posturing and
posing, claiming to be a "restored"
group when actually they were a
brand new oligarchy. Making oblations and sacrificial burnt offerings
to the ideals and mystique of the
Old South and orating platitudes
about God, Southern womanhood
and the Southern way of life, the
Bourbons managed to enjoy sacrosanct acceptance while often not
being descended from any "Moonlight-and-Roses Who's Who." Many
were those "who never were who,"
but who suddenly had become
the self-appointed "who now is."
Most Sou th Carolina Bourbons,
however, were the genuine articles.
Among the Bourbon leaders in
the state, 85 per cent of them had
gone to college in South Carolina
before the war. Avoiding anything
that looked like a "new departure,"
these South Carolina leaders-in the
phrase of William Cooper-"looked
forward not to a better world but
to a re-created one .... While
antebellum South Carolina was
their ideal, the Confederacy was
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their touchstone." Constantly they
deplored their new sad state, blaming
it on the perpetrators of "the late
War" and Re construction. With
his special insight, D. D. Wallace judged this "psychology of
inferiority as injurious as antebellum delusions of grandeur" in an
era when "reconstruction of ideas
was harder than the reconstruction
of industry and institutions. The
tragedy is that we have lost the
nobler part of past ideals faster
than we have acquired the best part
of the new."
Here as elsewhere, however, the
new leaders-whether oligarchs by
heredity or by conquest-had
economic roots quite different
from those of leaders in the era of
Calhoun, Hammond and Rhett.
Then the charmed desideratum had
been the plantation; other sources
of wealth even seemed tainted. But
in the New South of Henry Grady,
the Bourbons had their economic
base in railroads, banks, phosphate
companies, cotton mills, insurance.
The countinghouse had not replaced the ginhouse, but the Bourbons did sanitize it, and it thus became the new status symbol. While
Confederate oratory kept thundering away at the Yankees, the
nouveaux (would-be) riches were
busily imitating the Northern
"great barbecue" as much as their
means would permit; and since
their means did not permit much,
they were simultaneously and
blithely seeking reconciliation of
the sections in the gleaming hope
that tainted Yankee capital would
ooze southward and begin the
transformation that would erode
the poverty which continued to
hang over Dixie like an all-pervading lava flood. Even elegance can be
shoddy-and although passe elegance may be comforting, it is not
necessarily very comfortable.
T. Harry Williams in his little
book, "Romance and Realism in
Southern Politics," charges that
Southern Redeemers "were determined to retain their estate by
maintaining the disciplines and the
devotions of Reconstruction," and
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this they did by "recalling the past,
the great past with its radiance and
the immediate sad past with its
dangers just averted" and thereby
they managed "to head off any
economic stirrings on the part of
the masses." In this fashion, they
were able "by invoking the past to
avert the future, ... emphasizing
tradition and demanding the subjection of all other issues to one
while ignoring the future .... "
W. J. Cash in "Mind of the
South" depicts the Bourbons thus:
During these thirty years the
South was like nothing so much as
a veteran army . The people-crackers and farmers--stood to their captains in very much the same way
that, say, the troopers of Austerlitz
and Marengo stood to Bonaparte
and his marshals; gave them much
the same idolatry, the same high
faith, the same quick and sure response to suggestions; waited upon
their word with the same respectful
attention; were cast down by their
frowns, elevated by their smiles,
and, in a word, were scarcely less
dependent upon the favor of their
commanders for a good opinion of
themselves than the most zealous
trooper.

Nevertheless, Williams is perhaps
accurate in judging that it "never
occurred to them that the sovereign
voters might aspire to something
more than they were getting," such
as "an economic life fuller than the
one they had." But the Bourbon
program was often lean:
They believed in economical
government, the type that furnished
few services and collected few taxes.
They thought that government
should not interfere in social matters or regulate economic affairs.
They preached the industrialization
through the importation of Yankee
capital and the advantages of close
co-operation with the industrial
East. They were often of the old
planter class, and they acted and
talked like traditional Southerners,
but they were hardly in the old
agrarian tradition.

The South Carolina Bourbon era
could be called the Hampton Period
because of the Number One Redeemer of 1876. And the Pentagon
today contains no more generals
and colonels than did the South

Carolina Democratic Party, as the
title-sprink_led columns . of any
newspaper of that generation will
testify. Who were Gen. Hampton's
aides and party bigwigs in 1876?
John Bratton, Mathew C. Butler,
James Conner, Johnson Hagood,
Martin W. Gary, John G. Kennedy,
Joseph B. Kershaw, and Samuel
McGowan-every last one of them a
Confederate general-gentlemen all,
and destined to be party leaders
and state oracles for a generation.
Confederate gray was now a more
appropriate uniform in state politics than was the crimson of a red
shirt.
While "stumping the state," politicians orated little about economic problems, neglected the grumbles
of the small farmers, and praised
the post-1876 status quo as being a
blessed salvation. Most of their
eloquence lingered over Shiloh,
Manassas, the Boys in Blue, or "the
blood-stained fields of old Virginia."
But even if Bourbon brigadiers
said little about issues or failed to
offer versatile, diversified votecatching programs to cope with
potential or real discontent, their
tenure, nevertheless, seemed unshakably secure. Their political life
insurance policy was the one being
exploited throughout the New
South: The tight little oligarchy led
charmed lives; they personally had
"redeemed" the white South. Let a
Carolinian cast doubt on these
leaders and he risked being instantly branded a traitor to his race,
being cast into outer darkness (in
the section reserved for Confederate apostates), and being subjected
to social ostracism Never was the
electorate permitted to forget that
a schism among white men could
conceivably permit a Negro reentry
into politics and there by ( they
implied) a return to Radicalism, the
worst features of which were recalled vividly and frequently. The
alleged consequence of party division was constantly reiterated:
Bolting the party or defying its
Confederate-blessed leadership was
the cardinal sin of the times which
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might lead instantly to "Africanizing the state."
The secure Conservatives hardly
had a program-only governmental
inactivity, slight spending, low
taxes and utter respectability.
William Cooper aptly notes that
such an ideology-or lack of ideology-ultimately undid the Bourbons because they built everything
"on public respect for individuals,
generally decent men who were
supposed to be venerated simply
for past services." Such solved few
problems. Such was not a program-or was a program of not
having a program. Certainly it was
not "government of the people, by
the people, and for the people."
In a state long accustomed to
accepting almost feudal class lines,
party machinery also virtually guaranteed Bourbon survival. After
1876, the Negro-dominated Republican Party slid slowly toward oblivion so that Democratic nomination
was tantamount to election. And in
this period before direct primaries,
conventions at county and state
level provided the nominations-a
process which favored survival of
the "in's," the party professionals,
the lawyers and "the courthouse
gang." Since party leaders came
from the upper social groups-Confederate generals and colonels-most voters were but observers, the
corporals and privates. If they
threatened to upset the well-oiled
machinery, they faced the charge
that they would crash their
commonwealth back to Armageddon and ruination. Even if one
felt disaffected, he would hesitate
to invite that onus.
Despite such awesome warnings,
the Bourbons always faced opposition-at first sniping, but later
cannonading. It always came from
the same quarter-the less affluent,
and particularly from the small
farmer, the "wool hat boys," the
"one-gallus farmer." Such dissidents flaunted the threat for
white solidarity, but certainly opponents to the Bourbons never
appeared the least bit "soft on
the Negro"; indeed, the opposition
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loudly demonstrated a rabid racism
which made the Negrophobia of the
Bourbons pale into insignificance.
From 1877 until 1881, the
leader of this "disloyal opposition"
to Hampton and his "staff" was
himself a general, Mart W. Gary, the
flamboyant "Bald Eagle from Edgefield." As F. B. Simkins put it, he
developed "a spasm of fury based
almost entirely on personal disappointment." Called "the poor
man's friend," he had his following
among "the boys" but he never
made serious inroads into that great
"silent majority" who were ever
fearful of rocking a redeemed boat.
After 1885, Gary's disciple, Ben
Tillman, took up the cudgels, added
more positive platform to the opposition and overcame the spectre
of a divided white population.
"Pitchfork Ben" was to sweep out
grandly what Gary had once called
"those elegant, smooth-mannered,
oily-tongued bondholders, bond
speculators, banks and members of
the financial boards," the lowly
sycophants of "the Duke of
Charleston" and "the Earl of
Columbia." The wool hat boys
loved it.
Until the late 1880s, however,
the Conservative clique remained
safe, almost above reproach or
rebuke, revered qy respectful rankand-file and often lionized by the
major newspapers of the state, who
followed the "unofficial governor
of South Carolina," F. W. Dawson,
editor of The News and Courier,
himself a power on the Executive
Committee of the State Democratic
Party.
Just as the Stuarts rarely pursued
Cromwell supporters and regicides
after the Restoration of 1660, so
the Bourbons did not launch a
witch hunt against Radicals after
the Restoration of 1877. Gov.
Hampton-and his Bourbon successors as governor (to wit, W.D.
Simpson, Johnson Hagood, Hugh S.
Thompson, John C. Sheppard and
John Peter Richardson)-let sleeping dogs lie. Thirty-three old
members of the Radical House did
"purge themselves of contempt." A

joint committee of the legislature
(under a white Republican) did
launch an investigation into alleged
corruption of the Chamberlain
period, called by historian George
Tindall "an exercise in Democratic
propaganda." Eventually three were
convicted and all pardoned by the
governor. ( After all, cases of
Democrats charged with vote fraud
were then pending before a federal
judge.) Throughout, Gary smouldered noisily at such kind treatment of Radicals-treatment which
he felt was inexcusably gentle.
A political problem plaguing
Conservatives was that of subtly
deterring Negro voting so that the
official moderate position endorsed
by Hampton would not jeopardize
white supremacy. Eschewing Gary's
conviction that Negroes could
"only be influenced by their fears,
superstitions, and cupidity," Bourbon leaders relied on such gimmicks
as the "eight-box law" which was
basically a pea-under-the-shell literacy test. Edward McCrady,
author of this process, at least believed in applying the same guide1i nes to both races: "Raise the
standard of citizenship; raise the
qualification of voters. But raise
them equally. If we are the superior
race we claim to be, we surely, need
not fear the test." Politicians shared
McCrady's device but not his
philosophy.
Attributing the margin of his
1876 victory to 17,000 Negro
voters, Gov. Hampton fulfilled his
promises of racial conciliation and
moderation, appointing Negroes to
minor offices, endorsing justice and
education, and advocating fuller
economic opportunities. In this he
was backed by men like Johnson
Hagood and newspapers like The
News and Courier. Tindall depicts
the Hampton program as liberal but
negative, a "program of paternalism" based on noblesse oblige
-one which provided "room for
the talented and trained Negro and
left open the door of advancement
for the whole race," marking the
governor as "a generous and constructive statesman with regard to
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The election of Benjamin ("Pitchfork Ben") Tillman as governor in 1890 marked the end of South Carolina's Bourbon era.

race relations."
Such racial moderation was
viewed with alarmed screams by
Gary and his faction, already bitterly disenchanted with Hampton
for his failure to beatify the "Bald
Eagle" as his reward for having
masterminded what he claimed was
the successful "shot-gun policy" of
1876. As Hampton Jarrell probably
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correctly interprets, Gary perhaps tricts.
better reflected the majority view
Economic problems, both public
on this issue; but he was defeated, and private, also marked the
not because of his views, but be- Bourbon era. Basically this period
cause he opposed a folk-hero who witnessed the beginning of the
was a legend in his own time. Only state's first real industrial revolugradually did Negroes vanish from tion, with manufacturing capital
politics, some like Robert Smalls investments in 1890 triple those of
("the Gullah statesman") holding 1 8 8 0-overwhelmingly dominated
office for years in heavily black dis- by cotton mills. Accompanying this
Sandlapper

was a new burst of railroad construction, the 1877 mileage being
up 25 per cent over 1865, and with
the 1890 mileage to show a 41 per
cent increase over 1877. Having a
monopoly on transportation, the
rail lines soon created new
enemies-with resentment sharpened by the roads' increasingly
being owned and controlled outside
the state. Despite Bourbon commitment to laissez-faire policies, state
leaders responded to the nationwide crusade to regulate the rapidly
growing corporate monsters
"clothed with the public interest,"
with the Conservative editor F. W.
Dawson leading the hue and cry.
Legislation in 1878 launched a railroad commission, with continuing
battles thereafter over giving it
adequate teeth to police the roads.
South Carolina had a love affair
with its smoke-belching locomotives ( with elderly rail buffs later
longing for the "Port Royal &
Western Carolina" or the
"Wilmington and Manchester"), but
this affection did not usually
extend to the boards of directors,
especially if they were Manhattanbased.
Industry and transportation thus
grew by fits and starts between
1877 and 1890 with the blessing
and encouragement of the Conservative leadership. Bourbons were
often affiliated with the new
bourgeois entrepreneurs, but the
most recent student of the period
(William J. Cooper Jr.) judges that
although a few became rich, "the
evidence does not support the conclusion that industrialists and politicians colluded to enrich each other
at the expense of the general welfare."
In a state weighted by Reconstruction debts and, since 1873,
further burdened by a national
depression, Conservatives faced
difficult financial challenges.
Despite the anguish of Gary and his
farm followers, the business-minded
Bourbons declined to repudiate
totally the state debt, adopting a
more moderate program of funding
and reducing it (including a partial
May 1970

repudiation of about $2,454,000),
which left a debt of about $6.5
million. (In 1873 it had reached
above $25 million.)
Almost as a reflex reaction to the
extravagance of the Radical Reconstruction period, the Conservatives
made strict economy in government
not just a political platform but an
act of faith. The result was a decade
and a half of sharply restricted
public services, under the philosophy of "the less government the
better." The results were notable
and noticeable, and not always
pretty.
To reduce expenses and simultaneously develop a new source of
state income, prisoners held by the
state were rented out to private
business for a fee-especially for railroad construction and phosphate
mining. This "convict lease system"
may have helped the state budget
and provided fantastically cheap
labor to favored businessmen, but
here as elsewhere in the New South
it left a dark mark to be recorded in
the humanitarian judgment book.
True, the state since 1865 had to
cope with problems and responsibilities which it had not faced in
1860, but its "common sense
solution" smacked of Siberia,
despite a few minimum regulations
which the state could not supervise
once the lessee h ad taken charge
and assumed full responsibility for
subsi~tence and discipline of leased
prisoners. The system began temporarily in 1873, was endorsed by
Gov. D.H. Chamberlain in 1876, and
was adopted in 1877 by the Hampton administration. By 1878, 221
prisoners were leased out to railroads,
phosphate companies and planters.
In two years, 153 prisoners died. Increasingly shocking reports began to
expose evils at remote convict camps.
For example, on the Greenwood and
Augusta Railroad (which paid the
state $3 a month for each prisoner
and provided his meager maintenance, in a cage), the annual
death rate was 44. 91 per cent of
the convicts being worked. An
investigation pointed to malnutrition, vermin, beatings and filth.

Ultimately the state retreated from
this system, but not too soon. (In
most Southern states, the ending of
this process meant the institution
of the chain gang system in its
place.) All Bourbonism was not
nice.
Schools also suffered from the
poverty of the times and the
niggardliness of Bourbon ring rule.
Be it said for the Radical regime
that it had at least obligated the
state to provide public education ;
on the other hand, actual Radical
accomplishments had not been particularly impressive.
A key Conservative from 1877 to
1882 was Hugh Scott Thompson,
state superintendent of education,
who took over a system which in
1876 had 123,085 pupils, of whom
70,802 were Negroes. Both political
parties endorsed a two-mill statewide property tax for education, to
be spent in counties where collected. Thompson's chief accomplishment was placating white
opponents of public educationmany of whom had fought it either
because Negroes would benefit, or
because they simply preferred no
learning to a little learning. One
tightfisted Bourbon editor observed: "The great army of
teachers, at present, we believe constitute the only organized raiders
on the public treasury . .. . We
think that it is about time the
teachers were working to earn their
living."
In this era, many schools were
one-room frame buildings presided
over by teachers whose salaries
ranged from $15 to 35 a month in
varying systems where the term
extended from two or three months
a year to nine months ( the latter in
Charleston). Between 1880 and
1895, per capita spending on white
schooling went up, and on Negroes
it went down; from 1877 to 1880,
it had been about the same. In
1890, state enrollment was 93,024
whites and 116,535 Negroes. (Less
was spent on the latter in 1890
than had been spent on the 55,952
in 1877. In 1895, the state expense per white pupil was $3.11;
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per Negro pupil, $1.05.) Nevertheless, in 1880, the national illiteracy average for persons over 10
years was 1 7 per cent, while it was
55.4 per cent in South Carolina
(whites, 21.9 per cent; Negroes,
78.5 per cent). Despite Bourbon
tight-fistedness, appropriations for
public education did increase from
1877 to 1890. In view of some
attitudes later, it is interesting that
many South Carolinians supported
federal aid for education at this
time, with Wade Hampton (Senator
after 1878) endorsing the Blair Bill
which would have provided such
funds. But too little wealth and too
many children spelled problems.
The dilemma is starkly clear: In
1902, Massachusetts had $1,449 of
taxable wealth for each school
child, while South Carolina had
$434 of taxable wealth for each
school child.
While Bourbons were presiding
over the birth pangs of a not-toolusty industrial revolution, South
Carolina remained basically agricultural-and like other farm areas of
America remained deep in the
doldrums in this period. The all-important institution here was the
country store-that general
emporium recalled cheerfully by
the nostalgic for its folding wooden
chairs (advertising tobacco), round
cheeses, potbellied stoves, "shade
trees" outside, and, inside, a unique
smell found nowhere this side of
the Elysian fields. The stock carried
ranged from cradles to coffins. The
ginhouse might be nearby, the post
office in the corner, and the "hall"
for a lodge or the Grange upstairs.
Customers were "carried" till
harvest season at an interest rate
said to have "varied from 25 per
cent to grand larceny." For current
or future supplies, debtors (both
sharecroppers and farm owners)
gave a lien on unplanted crops of
unpredictable size to be sold for
unknown prices. (Hence, the name
"lien merchants.") Storeowners
insisted on a non-perishable,
always-salable cash (staple) cropto wit, cotton, thereby saddling the
South more firmly than ever with a
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one-crop economy. It was a harsh
system-and not perhaps a very
healthy one in an area with few
banks, and those understandably
reluctant to provide agricultural
credit. (In 1895, there was one
bank to every 16,600 people in the
United States, but one to every
58,130 in the South.)
These merchants-who usually
became the dominant figures in
small towns and villages (metropolises such as Sharon, Neeses,
Estill, Gray Court, Lamar, Plantersville, Cross Hill, Donalds)-were not
necessarily grasping or nefarious,
but were themselves laboring under
a burdensome credit system with
astronomical interest rates. (Many
of them were carried by Baltimore
"houses.") Many of them failed.
Many of them succeeded, and
thereby founded the fortunes of
some South Caronna clans even yet
deeply rooted in small towns where
they are respected as "old line
families," sometimes still domiciled
in large old houses of the
1870-1910 vintage. They too were
the Bourbons-as much so as Hampton and Butler.
One critic has noted that debt
bound tenant, planter, merchant
and creditor together, and "in their
efforts to extricate themselves, the
banker exploited the land." (True,
for in this vicious system, one
sought all he could get for this
year's bills-and thus soil erosion
partially was a byproduct of that
store at the crossroads.) By 1900,
about 61 per cent of South Carolina farmers had become tenantsburdened with high interest,
exorbitant railroad rates and an
inequitable tax system so that, as
one put it, the "old plantation
system was re-established, with
store account replacing the overseer's whip, the sheriff replacing the
driver, and the exploitation of men
still furnishing the profits."
One of the more enlightened
Reconstruction schemes had been
the Land Commission program,
despite the fact that it early fell
into corruption. Its purpose had
been to use state funds to buy

unused plantations and to resell
them in small plots to settlers
(Negroes primarily) who would
then pay for them over a long term
and meanwhile hopefully develop
self-reliance and self-respect.
Despite the Radical corruption,
many did thus get a start. But the
Redeemers showed something of
their program as they inherited the
commission: They abandoned its
purpose and principle and sold the
remaining state-owned lands in
large tracts to white speculators (at
times to political favorites at a price
far lower than what the state had
originally paid). Thus was a principle abandoned,with more land
conveyed to whites than to
Negroes, with the latter more than
ever condemned to the evils and
problems of sharecropping.
Victims of a sagging economy
and passive government, white
farmers early bestirred themselves
as a separate and aggrieved group.
Their organization was the Patrons
of Husbandry-or the Grangeheaded by Col. D. Wyatt Aiken,
successful Abbeville farmer. This
agrarian group hit its peak in 1875
with 10,000 members in the state,
with local units gathering in
churches, schools and grange halls.
These sessions provided recreation,
chances for socializing in a day
when thousands lived in lonely
isolation, opportunities for instructive lectures about better farming,
and occasions to grumble together
about high railroad rates and
unconcerned government. Because
of the latter complaint, a State
Department of Agriculture was
established in 1879 on a meager
budget.
For Carolinians who could afford
vacations, resorts beckoned in the
summer: Glenn Springs, Cherokee
Springs, Chick Springs, Harris
Springs and others. Edingsville and
Pawley's Island attracted some, but
generally beaches were not the
meccas that they are now. Caesar's
Head and Flat Rock drew their
aficionados, but not in huge droves.
In all cases, the pilgrims to such
places "traveled heavy" with
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burdensome trunks needed for the
sojourns which were measured in
weeks rather than hours.
For those who stayed home in
those blessed pre-TV, pre-radio,
pre-movie days, there were lodge
meetings, revival meetings, camp
meetings, baseball clubs, the
Grange, veterans' groups (United
Confederate Veterans), sons-ofveterans groups, daughters-ofveterans groups, volunteer fire
companies, and scads of other
organizations for the gregarious
chosen people who resided in a land
of joiners.
Although poorer than white
Bourbons, the Negroes (nobody
knew any black Bourbons) had a
somewhat parallel social life: no
springs perhaps, but picnics by the
Columbia Theological Seminary (from an early post card)
hundreds, excursions by the dozen
(with Charleston as the prime monstrous crowds gathered to hear date. It is true that the Conservative
promised-land destination), whole what sometimes proved to be a political oligarchy was unseated
menageries of lodges, church pulpit demagogue. Unhappily, nar- that year, but Bourbon ideals have
gatherings of all sorts, fire com- row sectarianism was the mark of proved hardy and resilient. Carolina
panies and "friendly societies." No the day, with competitive churches mores-and some antebellum
world-shaking event was needed to happily reporting growing statistics attitudes-became entrenched and
justify an "occasion" with a band, while ignoring many of the prob- revered, and these were not affectmountains of food and as many lems of their brothers-the ed by the storm of Tillmanism in
speakers and orators as could be Damascus Road being a crowded the 1890s. Certain principles, which
assembled to inflict upon a recep- throughway in which most people at the time were considered polittive but long-suffering audience.
seemed to keep their eyes glued on ical strategems, took on the sancThe Bourbon period witnessed the road ahead or on the other tity of some religious creed. Many
startling changes in churches. Dur- priests and Levites in the race. characteristics of the age-manners,
ing Reconstruction, Negroes had (Delays were intolerable.) It was in decorum, ""'ocal patriotism"-were
begun a rapid withdrawal from this era that the fegion adopted the good legaci, s for the 20th century.
white denominations-often to the outlook that led H.L. Mencken to Others were less so, for the Bourdismay and surprise of many white call it the "Bible Belt." Before the bon ism of the Redeemers was
leaders. The exodus was completed Civil War, hardly 20 per cent of salutary in some respects, but in
during the Bourbon era with the Southerners were affiliated with a some respects it was not very pretty
Negro churches becoming the church, but now the majority nor very hnmanitarian.
That ·
the Age of Hampton.
largest and most important all-Negro were-and were making considerable
institutions and their ministers noise about the fact.
The era of the Redeemers was
clearly the natural leaders of their
READ
~ FOR THE LAYMAN
not quite the Golden Age-economrace.
D.D.
"History of South CaroAmong white congregations, ically or spiritually-although some lina," III,
38-99.
Baptists and Methodists had the people have enjoyed assuming it
D.D.
.:e, "South Carolina : A
fastest growth. (In 1885, these two was. It was not all bad, however, Short Histm ,, , " chap. 5 7.
William J. Cooper, "Conservative
had 91 per cent of all South Caro- but its halcyon reputation has been
Regime:
South Carolina, 1877-1890"
lin a church members.) In the augmented by extreme partisanship
(1968).
1880s, the Presbyterian Synod al- and emotionalism which marked
E.M. Lander, "History of South Caromost split apart over the issue of the preceding and ensuing eras, lina, 1865-1960" (1960), chaps. 2, 4-6.
George B. Tindall, "South Carolina
evolution, with Prof. James Wood- both of which were marked conrow of the Theological Seminary in trasts with it. But what makes the Negroes, 1877-1900" (1952; also, paperColumbia providing the storm Bourbon or Redeemer period signif- back).
C.V. Woodward, "Origins of the New
center. Traveling evangelists added icant was its residual effects. Most South, 1877-1913" (1951; also, paperto religious fervor and fever with writers mark 1890 as its terminal back).
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THE UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA PRESS
as part of its own contribution to the
observance of the State's tricentennial,
is re-issuing selected volumes of unusual merit .
Important out-of-print books originating with other publishers as well as
those of the Press are included in this
limited program.

Now available
Sprunt and Chamberlain
SOUTH CAROLINA BIRD LIFE
Edited and with a Supplement
by E. Milby Burton
Revised Edition, 1970
SBN: 87249-123-4
655 pages
$18.50
($25.00 in 1971)
Available Summer 1970
Simons and Lapham
THE EARLY ARCHITECTURE
OF CHARLESTON
with an Introduction
by Samuel Gaillard Stoney
(American Institute of
Architects, 1927)

SBN: 87249-197-8
224 pages

$12.95

E. Milby Burton
CHARLESTON FURNITURE,
1700-1825
(The Charleston Museum, 1955)
SBN: 87249-198-6
150 pages

II

$12.50

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA PRESS
Columbia. South Caro lina 29208

TRICENTENNIAL BOOKLETS,
Numbers 2, 3, 4 and 5. Published
by the University of South Carolina
Press on behalf of the South Carolin a Tricentennial Commission.
$1.45 each.
Number 2: "The Partisan War: The
South Carolina Campaign of
1780-1782," by Russell F. Weigley.
77 pages.
The University of South Carolina
Press, on behalf of the South Carolina Tricentennial Commission, is
publishing a series of booklets on
South Carolina history, written for
the general reader. In this book,
second of the pre,jected series, Dr.
Weigley views the South Carolina
campaign of 1780-1782 through
the perspective we have gained in
our recent, sad encounters with
unconventional warfare.
British Maj. Gen. Frederick Haldimand suggested, "The Americans
would be less dangerous if they had
a regular army." This paradox
proved true. In the spring of 1780,
rebel partisans in South Carolina
were in the stage of mounting terrorist attacks with which the British
could not cope. Nathanael Greene,
by deploying a large number of his
soldiers as guerrillas, but holding together enough to force Cornwallis
to concentrate his troops, prevented the British army from effective action and eventually drove
them from South Carolina.
Number 3: "Colonial Forts of
South Carolina, 1670-1775," by
Larry E. Ivers. 77 pages.
Colonial South Carolinians, finding themselves in the midst of the
hostile French, Spanish and
Indians, used warlike Indian allies
as one means of defense. However,
as Indian relations deteriorated,
they found fortification increasingly necessary.
Maj. Ivers includes a list of prin-

cipal colonial forts in South Carolina, with the location, description
and a short history of each.

Number 4: "The First Voyage and
Settlement at Charles Town,
1670-1680," by Joseph I. Waring,
M.D. 64 pages.
After unsuccessful Spanish and
French attempts at colonization,
England entered upon the South
Carolina scene at Charles Town.
Living as they did in the teeth of
the French and Spanish, the English
settlers were more concerned with
defense than planting crops.
Though they consequently suffered
scarcity of provisions and a mild
"starving time," they were not
cursed with disease, as earlier settlements had been. Though the Spanish commander at St. Augustine
constantly spied on the northern
colony, Spanish attacks against the
South Carolinians proved abortive.
In the ensuing time, settlers spread
into the surrounding countryside,
and the first site of settlement was
officially abandoned for Oyster
Point. By 1680, says Dr. Waring,
Charles Town "seemed firmly and
safely established and offered great
promise for the eventual growth
and development of the state of
South Carolina."
Number 5: "'A Most Important
Epocha': The Coming of the Revolution in South Carolina," by
Robert M. Weir. 80 pages.
There were almost insurmountable reasons why South Carolina
should have remained within the
mighty British Empire.
Why should they have rebelled?
The basic answer, Dr. Weir finds,
undoubtedly lay in their attitude
toward government, a profound distrust of human nature. "The Almighty created America to be independent of Britain," said William
Henry Drayton.
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RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF
A LONG LIFE, 1806 TO 1876. By
Edwin J. Scott. 235 pages. Printed
in Columbia in 1884 by Charles A.
Calvo Jr. Reprinted by The Richland County Historical Society,
Dec. 10, 1969. $6.00.

Scott's "Random Recollections,"
The Richland County Historical
Society's contribution to South
Carolina's Tricentennial in 1970, is
written in a lively tone and introduces 20th-century South Carolinians to people and customs of
the 1800s.
There are only two differences in
the new volume (from the presses
of The R.L. Bryan Co.) and the old
one printed by Calvo. An index,
whose value is indescribable, has
been supplied by Mrs. Eliza Barron
Macaulay, and poems in the back of
the original have been omitted. The
author admitted that the poems
were included "to fill up some
space for the printers" and that
those who had "no taste for such
trifles" could pass them by.
While Scott deals initially with
historical events taking place on the
European continent during his
memory, what everyone will appreciate most are the chapters devoted
to South Carolina locations. Columbia and Lexington receive full treatment and there is considerable
mention of the early German families in the old Saxe-Gotha area.
His "Diary of the Burning of
Columbia" alone is worth the price
of the book. The diary begins on
February 12 when fears first began
that Columbia might fall into the
enemy's hands and some preparations were begun to protect valuables. It ends March 15, after the
dreadful holocaust.
From Scott's earliest recollections, Columbia was just a small
town. He recalled the installation of
waterworks, gasworks; the introduction of steam; the coming of
the magnetic telegraph and express
companies; and the creation of
Sidney Park ( where the Columbia
Post Office now stands).
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Remedies for illnesses in those
days were strong and it was not
uncommon for the lancet to be
used. Scott experienced bleeding
himself. For the ague, cold water
was expressly forbidden though the
patient might be burning up with
fever. For it the doctors gave
calomel and jalap, glauber's salt,
castor oil, Peruvian bark and tartar
emetic.
In early Columbia, there were no
three-pronged silver or plated forks,
but there was entertainment
aplenty. When Gen. Lafayette came
to Columbia in 1825, a "grand public dinner" was given for him in the
basement of the State House. The
general had been met at Little River
by a squadron of cavalry, acting on
orders of Gov. Richard I. Manning,
and they all rode white horses. The
streets were decorated with arches
of flowers.
Although no billiard tables were
allowed "within five miles of
Columbia," there seem to have
been plenty of bars. Scott said that
"up to 1820 no temperance society
existed." Merchants invariably
watered their liquors, the common
ratio being a tub full to a hogshead.
Witchcraft was practiced and
some people were plagued by
witches for months on end. One
man offered to swear on a stack of
Bibles (his word wm; unquestioned),
that a certain woman living near
him repeatedly changed him into a
horse at night and rode him to a
deserted house in the sandhills. She
then "hitched" him to a tree, went
into the building and he saw lights
and heard music and dancing until
just before day.
Scott's work is not a continuous
history. It is filled with little gems
in unexpected places, adding to its
interest and amusement for
modern-day readers.
The Richland County Historical
Society announced that it had
reprinted the book "on faith," and
that the proceeds of sales will be
used to finance historical projects.
There is little need to worry: the
book will undoubtedly be a bestselling South Carolina item.

New at
Bryan's

LOST

HERITAGE
'Wilckmu., A.m,rirn tl.rousl. ti., eyu
ofuwn pre-Audubon natura/ist.t

HENRY SAVAGE, JR.

392 pages, illustrations

,$10.00

A lifelong resident of Camden,
Henry Savage, Jr. 's lifelong love of
nature and knowledge of this
"green world" combine to create
an absorbing account of seven preAudubon naturalists.
Henry Savage's latest book has
been widely acclaimed.

'
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1440 MAIN STREET
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EVENTS
All activities to be considered for
the Calendar of Events must be sent
directly to the Events Editor, Sandlapper Press, Inc., P.O. Box 1668,
Columbia, South Carolina 29202,
no later than 30 days prior to the
first of the month in which the
activity will occur.

926-930 GERVAIS ST.
PHONE 252-7927
COLUMBIA, S. C.

theatre
MAY

GULLAH
MAY
8
GREENVILLE-Memorial Auditorium-Greenville School of Ballet Concert.

lectures
u,w Country"

DICK REEVES
MAY
This LP album of real Gullah stories is a gift to be treasured. Long a student of the Negro patois known as Gullah,
Harold S. "Dick" Reeves has gained a wide reputation

as a raconteur of stories in this picturesque dialect.

9

CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium-The
London Philharmonic.
11
FLORENCE-Florence Symphony Orchestra
2nd Annual "Pops" Concert.
18
HARTSVILLE-Coker College-Music Majors'
Recital.
21
HARTSVILLE-Coker College-Junior School
of Music Recitals.
22-26
GREENVILLE-Bob Jones University-"The
Elixer of Love."

One of many genuine
Handmade Oriental Rugs
in our showrooms.
Chances are we have
your favorite rug in stock

"A Breath of the Carolina

3
GREENVILLE-Greenville Museum of ArtConcert: Robert Chesebro, Oarinet; Richard Maag, Cello; Peter Rickett, Piano.
7
COLUMBIA-Township Auditorium-London
Philharmonic.
8
GREENVILLE-Bob Jones UniversitySymphonic Band Outdoor Concert.

1-2, 4
DUE WEST-Erskine College- "Flower Drum
Song."
1-3
GREENVILLE-Greenville Little Theatre-"A
Reminisce-In."
14-16
COLUMBIA-Drayton Hall-"Rosencrantz and
Guildenstem Are Dead."
21, 25
GREENVILLE-Bob Jones University-"King
Lear."
22-23
COLUMBIA-Sesquicentennial Outdoor
Theatre- "Gypsy."

14
SPARTANBURG-Spartanburg County Library-William J. Kimball, "The Naturalists."

Also by Dick Reeves

A TOUR OF HISTORIC CHARLESTON
Hear the authentic sounds of old
$4.98 each
Charleston as Dick Reeves
Add 20<1 sales tax
takes you on a guided tour.
and 401t for mail orders.

ESTABLISHED 1888 - FOUR STORES
263 KING ST. - CHARLESTON, S.C.
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music

MAY

MAY
2
GREENVILLE-South Carolina State Battle of
the Bands.

Through May 3
DARLINGTON -Darlington County Courthouse-Darlington Arts Festival.
Through May 7
GREENVILLE-Greenville County Museum of
Art-"American Painters of the 19th
Century."
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Life begins at 40!
WISRADIO@@
A STATION OF COSMOS BROADCASTING CORPORATION

CELEBRATING OUR 40th YEAR

JULY 10, 1970

TH IS SPACE CON TRIBUTED BY TH€ PU BLISH ER AS A PUBLIC SE AVICF

There is no doubt that sooner or later research will find the ultimate cure for cancer.
We can help make it sooner. If you help us. Give all you can to thetAmerican Cancer Society.
Fight cancer with a checkup and a check.
®

Through May 9
CLEMSON-Clemson University-Greenville
County Museum of Art Collection.
FLORENCE - Florence Museum-South Carolina Craftsmen Spring Juried Show.
NEWBERRY-Newberry College-Children's
Art.
Through May 15
CLEMSON-Oemson University-1969 Homes
for Better Living Awards Exhibit.
Through May 19
DUE WEST-Erskine College- "Creative Playthings: The Spirit of Play."
Through May 30
COLUMBIA-Columbia College-Art Department Faculty Exhibit.
~nn
., -i7 ' \-\
•,

Tirrough May 31
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-"The Golden
Crescent" by John P. Cowan.
FLORENCE-USC, Florence Regional
Campus-Works of Eleanor Duvall Spruill.
Through June 15
CHARLESTON-Gibbes Art Gallery-"Tricentennial Art in South Carolina 1670-1970."
Tirrough June 20
GREENVILLE-County Museum of Art"Contemporary Artists of South Carolina."
Through June 30
COLUMBIA - Museum of Art-"300 Years of
South Carolina Architecture."
4

COLUMBIA-University of South CarolinaAnnual Student Art Auction.

6
WALTERBORO-Farmers and Merchants
Drive-In Bank-Sidewalk Art Show.
15-16
CAMDEN-Annual Camden Art Association
Sidewalk Exhibit.

THE CHARLESTON SYMPHONY
ASSOCIATION PRESENTS

JUNE

1-30
GREENVILLE-Furman University-Exhibition of Pottery and Sculpture by Don
Lewis.

tours
MAY
3-8
UNION-Historic Home Tours.
7
MANNING-Tour of Manning.
24-30
WINNSBORO-Tour of Historic Homes, Buildings and Sites.
JUNE
3
CHESTERFIELD-Secession Tour.
13
CAMERON-Calhoun County Heritage Tour of
Cameron.

miscellaneous
MAY
Through May 6
SPARTANBURG-Arts Festival of 1970.
Tirrough July 5
SANTEE-COOPER-World's Championship
Landlocked Striped Bass Fishing Derby.
Tirrough October 31
CHARLESTON-4th Annual Charleston Trident Fishing Tournament.

Music by
Libretto by
GEORGE GERSHWIN
DuBOSE HEYWARD
Lyrics by DuBOSE HEYWARD and IRA GERSHWIN
Based on the Plav " PORGY" by DOROTHY and OuBOSE HEYWARD

Entire Production Directed by

ELLA GERBER

CHARLESTON MUNICIPAL
AUDITORIUM
JUNE 26 thru JULY 8
Evening performances, 8 :30
Matinees (June 27, July 4). 2 :00
Tickets:
Orchestra & Mezzanine, $5
Under balcony, $4
Upper balcony, $3
Tickets available at Charleston
Municipal Auditorium Box Office, or use coupon below to
order.
(No Sunday Performances)
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Building Character
is part of our educational
program at Porter-Gaud
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There's more to it than books, and we realize it.
Boarding students enjoy a full, well-rounded
life on our spacious new campus. Standard
athletic programs are supplemented with sailing,
tennis, soccer, etc. Our boys are here because
they want to be. For a pictorial look, write
Berkeley Grimball, Headmaster.
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Some companies could care
less about making things his way.
Maybe that's wliat is wrong
with them.
More than any other type product, a custom-made product
doesn't just happen.
Somebody thinks it through. Somebody shapes it and brings
it to life. Somebody gives the product its own individuality.
So, contrary to what some manufacturers think, custom
manufacturing involves a lot more than meeting the specific needs
of a customer. Or taking his order.
For true custom manufacturing not only begins with a desire
to do good work for a customer. It progresses through a thorough
understanding of the problem involved. And the people involved
with the problem. And it results in a product that is the product of
the manufacturer, as well as his customer.
At least that's the way we feel about it. And if we feel strongly,
it's because our products are custom-made. In plants throughout
the United States, Mexico and Canada.
Our free booklet will tell you all about the things we make.
And about us. Write Sonoco Products Company, Hartsville,
S. C. 29550 for your copy.

Sonoco Products Company.
Innovators in paper
and plastics.

C'

~®

•

2-3
CAMDEN-Lake Wateree-"Y-Flyer" Invitational Regatta.
SANTEE-Wings and Wheels Museum - Antique
Airplane Fly-In.
3-6
COLUMBIA-Carolina Coliseum -Tricentennial
Antique Show.
3-9
AIKEN-Aiken Festival of the Arts.
MANNING-Clarendon County Tricentennial
Observance.
UNION-Union County Tricentennial Observance.

RESIDENTIAL
SALES AND RENTALS

15-17, 22-24, 29-31
SPARTANBURG-South Carolina Junior Bowling Tournament.
16
CAMDEN-South Carolina Fox Hunters Spring
Bench Show.
CAMDEN - Garden Club Council Annual
Flower Show of Camden.
CHARLESTON, COLUMBIA, GREENVILLE-Armed Forces Day Observances.
16-17
SANTEE- Wings and Wheels Museum - Carolinas-Vuginia Antique Aircraft Foundation
Annual Fly-In.

WALTERBORO-Colleton County Tricentennial Observance.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

3-10

GREENVILLE-Greenville County Museum of
Art-4th Annual Musical Antiquities Exhibition.
7-9
CAMDEN-6th Annual South Carolina Landmark Conference.
9
DARLINGTON - Rebel 400 Race.

Member of
Multiple
Listing
Service

1400 Laurens Road
Box 8244 - Station A

COLUMBIA-Lake Murray - Midlands Regatta.
10-16
KINGSTREE-Williamsburg County Tricentennial Observance.

Phone 803 - 239-1346
Greenville, South Carolina 29607

1

17-23
GEORGETOWN-Georgetown County Tricentennial Celebration.
GEORGETOWN - Grand Opening of the
Georgetown County Rice Museum.
22-24
GEORGETOWN-3rd Annual Georgetown Billfish Tournament.

2

4,

Paper has lots of uses!

__q)~c;::::v
"()J rJtJ cpaper .

721 Vine Street • Columbia, S. C.
GREENSBORO • CHARLOITT • RALEIGH • WILMINGTON • WINSTON-SALEM • THOMASVILLE • ATLANTA • MACON • AUGUSTA • GREENVILLE • COLUMBIA • ROANOKE • BRISTOL • RICHMOND • KNOXVILLE • BIRMINGHAM
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COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

Allis Chalmers
Tamper, Inc.
Azalea Meats
Parts Distributors
Four Leading .CPA Firms
23-24
SANTEE-Wings and Wheels-Experimental
Aircraft Association Fly-In.
24-30
WINNSBORO-Fairfield County Tricentennial
Celebration.
24-31
SUMTER-Swan Lake Iris Garden-Sumter Iris
Festival.
30
FAIRFIELD-Fairfield Spring Festival, Western
Square Dance Invitational Championship.
31-June 6
CAMDEN-Kershaw County Tricentennial
Observance.
JUNE
1-September 30
BISHOPVILLE-Agricultural Exhibit.
6-7
CAMDEN-Lake Wateree-Anty's Shanty Regatta.
7
EUTAWVILLE-Rocks Pond CampgroundSwamp Fox Boat and Rescue Squad Annual
Water Sport Show.
7-13
FORT Motte-Calhoun County Tricentennial
Observance.
8-14
MYRTLE BEACH-Sun Fun Festival.

13-14

May 1970

CHARLESTON-Charleston Harbor-James
Island Regatta.
SUMMERVILLE-South Carolina Saltwater
Sportfishing Association's Ladies Open Offshore Tournament.
14-20
BAMBERG-Bamberg County Tricentennial
Week Celebration. ...

803-252-3511

The R.L Bryan Co.

American ~ and Trust
Oix.. R.tdio Soppi•i Co •• Inc.
The Ben A(nold Co.

Full Color

Wildflower
Needlework
Pattern
By ADALEE WINTER
as pictured in the June 1968
Sandlapper
Pattern is 12 inches by 18 inches

MAY
8-9
ROCK HILL-York County Horse Show.
9-10
CAMDEN-Camden Charity Horse Show.
JUNE
6
ABBEVILLE-Abbeville County Shrine Oub
Horse Show.

and contains 25 wildflowers
To purchase your pattern
send $2 .00 plus 25i for
postage and hand Ii ng to:
SANDLAPPER
P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia , S. C. 29202
S. C . residents please add 4% sales tax.
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or a period of time which touched three centuries, rice contributed to the economy of
Georgetown. Now once again rice is
an important word to the townspeople.
As the area's predominant crop,
rice cultivation reached its peak in
the 1850s when Georgetown exported more of the product than
any other port in the world.
Following the Civil War production began declining, and shortly
after 1900 it had faded from the
scene almost entirely as a money
.crop.

F
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The rebirth of rice in Georgetown is not in the form of long,
lean leaves reaching to the sun from
flooded fields-rather it is in the
form of a museum designed to
bring to mind what an important
role the crop played in the town's
history.
Georgetown's contribution to
the South Carolina Tricentennial,
the Rice Museum, opened this
month. Housed in the Town Clock
building on Front Street, it is the
only such museum on the east
coast, and possibly the only one in
the country.

'' There may be another such
museum in Louisiana," said Director Dennis Lawson, "but we
haven't been able to locate it. In
any event, we believe that we have
here a unique institution which is
devoted entirely to the story of the
one crop that completely dominated life in Georgetown County
for many decades."
To make the story of rice come
alive again, a series of 20 exhibits,
consisting of maps, dioramas, pictures, artifacts and models, have
been arranged in chronological
order. The visitor to the museum
Sandlapper

Georgetown Recalls
its Rice Planting Era
By Larry Cribb
will start his journey with the clearing of the swamps so the first crops
could be planted.
Lawson pointed out that rice was
introduced in the Georgetown area
by planters from Charleston in the
late 1700s. "It had been grown in
Charleston prior to that time," he
said, "and was brought here when
the production of indigo proved unprofitable after the Revolutionary
War."

From the clearing of the swamps,
the visitor will follow the story
visually through the construction of
the rice fields, with their ditches,
dikes and trunk docks; and shipping
to ports throughout the world. The
visitor will be enthralled by the
completeness of the story.
"Our aim is to give the visitor a
knowledge and understanding of a
society based on one crop," Lawson said. "It is likely that no other
area in the United States has ever
been as dependent for as long a
period of time on the one crop of
rice as was this section of South
Carolina.
"Although it is true that it played a diminishing role in the life of
Georgetown County after the Civil
War, rice cultivation continued into
the 20th century. Its demise was
brought about in the early 1900s
after a series of hurricanes and high
winds (which the natives called
'freshets') drove salt water into the
fields. This meant that they were
ruined for at least an entire season," he continued. "Then, too,
there was the problem of labor. In
this section there was no way to
cultivate rice except by hand. The
ground was not firm enough to
May 1970

bring in any mechanical equipment.
This is one of the reasons the emphasis on rice shifted to the Gulf
Coast areas of Louisiana. There,
mechanical equipment can be used
because the ground is firm enough
to support it."
Another significant factor concerning the Rice Museum is its location. The Town Clock of Georgetown is one of the town's most
important historic sites. It is the
only structure in Georgetown
County listed on the National
Register of Historic Places, and is a
singularly appropriate site for
Seven dioramas in the Georgetown Rice
Museum depict phases of rice culture
during the 19th century. At left is a
swamp before it was cleared for rice
cultivation; below, a typical rice plantation.
- Photos by Larry Cribb

RICE

PLANTATION C 1850

studying the history of the community.
The building was constructed of
brick in 1842 on the exact site of a
similar wooden market building
which was destroyed in 1822 by a
hurricane. This unusual building has
been used as a market, jail, printing
shop and police department. It was
made available for use as a museum
by the city of Georgetown.
When asked how the decision
was made to create a museum
centering entirely around rice,
Lawson replied that when the
Georgetown Historical Commission
was appointed by the governor in
1968, a team of consultants was
called in to help in formulating an
idea.
These advisors were Milby
Burton, curator of the Charleston
Museum; Emmett Robinson, director of Charleston's Old Town, Dock
Street Theatre and Footlight Players; and Jason L. Cox, chief curator
of historical interpretations and
museums of the South Carolina
Parks, Recreation and Tourism
Department.
"Together with the commission,
they first decided that small, general interest museums were a dime a
dozen," Lawson said. "They centered their search around the idea
of a thematic museum-that is, one "'
devoted to only one theme. Certainly rice stood out as a subject of
great importance, and one that had
not been overdone since there were
no other museums of this kind anywhere around."
The commission, headed by Mrs.
C. B. Prevost and including J.B.
Black, Mrs. Robert L. Lumpkin,
73

processed. Many of the hand tools
actually used in the planting and
harvesting of rice are on display.
Other dioramas will depict such
subjects as the swamp, rice field
with trunk dock, rice culture, winnowing (a harvesting procedure),
shipping and a plantation scene.
The final exhibit is a map show-

when I came here," he said, "but it
has been a fascinating subject to
learn. I would also like to point out
that since Georgetown is the third
oldest city in South Carolina, with
European connections dating from
1526, a visit to the Rice Museum is
an excellent start of a tour of
historic Georgetown. Nearby are

ing all the world markets which
received rice shipped from Georgetown.
Director Lawson, hired by the
commission to head the museum, is
a native of Tennessee. He moved to
Georgetown with his wife last
August. He has a B.A. degree in
history from Berea College in
Kentucky, and has done graduate
work at the University of
Kentucky.
He has also worked with the
Tennessee Historical Commission
and the Pennsylvania Historical and
Museum Commission.
"I didn't know much about rice

almost 50 structures that predate
the Civil War," he continued.
''There is a 'Tour Train' which
provides a comfortable means of
visiting the town, and it makes
regular stops at the Rice Museum."
Georgetown welcomes visitorsboth natives of the state of South
Carolina and those from other
states as well. The Rice Museum
truly is one of the most fascinating
commemoratives of the Tricentennial celebration.

Above: Rice mill diorama is an actual
working model, demonstrating the exact
process used in the 1850s. Right: This
diorama depicts the rice shipping process.

J.W. Starnes and William Young,
then started work on the project.
The internationally famous
museum specialists Daniel I. Hadley
and Associates, Inc., of Wilmington,
Delaware, were engaged to design
the museum and exhibits.
Hadley did extensive research,
and presented his plans which were
adopted. Of the 20 exhibits, seven
are dioramas. These are strikingly
executed in such minute detail that
the viewer has the feeling he is actually a part of each scene.
The rice mill diorama is an actual
working model which allows the
visitor to see exactly how rice was
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Larry Cribb is editor of the St.
Andrews News.
Sandlapper

NINETY SIX

.
Sleepy in Appearance, but Progressive 1n Spirit
By John Bigham

- Photo by Richard Taylor

Ninety Six, the snug little cominety Six, a historic community
which dates back to South Caro- munity nine miles southeast of
lina's colonial period, has been Greenwood, is today an industrial
an industrial area for much of the center of large proportions in this
lower leg of the textile Piedmont.
past century.
The old cotton mill-with its
Greenwood Mills operates four
own neat village and built-in store plants in the community, two in
and recreation areas-which char- relatively new one-story structures,
acterized Ninety Six years ago, has and two others encased in the origgiven way to the space-age textile inal walls of the old Ninety Six
industry characterized by modern cotton mill buildings. But even
machinery, synthetic fibers com- there, renovations, air conditioning,
bined with traditional cotton, and and ultramodern machinery have
home ownership for employees.
replaced the ponderous approach to

N
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c lothmaking which once marked
the community.
Besides these four textile plants,
there is a cotton seed processing
company, a large brick-manufacturing concern and a meat-packing
operation.
This is an account of Ninety Six
and its people today. Reserved for
the historian to describe will be
famed Old Star Fort two miles
away, and perhaps for other writers
the Star Fort National Golf Course,
a recreational attraction close by.
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I went to Ninety Six on what
seemed to be the hottest day of last
summer and interviewed two
informative local gentlemen. Thus,
through the spoken word rather
than through the reading of history
books and chamber of commerce
brochures, I learned about modern
Ninety Six and its 4,000 residents.
The first informant was J. Sidney
McNeill, the local postmaster, who
has handled the mails for the town
and surrounding rural areas since
1933. A native of nearby Greenwood, the postmaster moved to
Ninety Six when his father became
superintendent of what is now
referred to as the old Ninety Six
cotton mill.
"I liked this place from the very
beginning," he said, "and would
never want to leave it."
The unusual name of the post
office causes McNeill a bit of extra
effort from time to time. (It is
generally accepted that the original
settlement and military post was 96
miles from Ft. Prince George and
the Cherokee town of Keowee in
present-day Oconee County. Hence
76

the name of the town.)
It seems requests come from all
over for postmarks, and people are
always writing for information concerning the origin of both the name
and the town. The postmaster
meets this situation by maintaining
a supply of leaflets prepared by the
chamber of commerce, and by
sending one to each inquirer.
Of more than passing interest is
the fact that Ninety Six may be the
only post office in the country with
its name included in the Zip Code
(29666).
Postmaster McNeill admits few
people in the town are well
acquainted with its historic past.
Local seventh grade students learn a
little in their study of South Carolina history, but he wishes they
could become better acquainted
with the saga of Ninety Six. The
postmaster is not a historian in any
sense of the word but apparently
likes to mull over the past and tie it
with the present.
In Ninety Six, as in most other
communities, a number of unusual
place names have come into com-

man usage over the years. In the
relatively small geographical area of
"greater Ninety Six" there are such
localities as Gobbler's Nob,
Pocataligo, Hickory Bend, Cow
Grove, Stumptown, Red Hill,
Shinburg and, last but not least,
Pinder Row.
Pinder Row is the name given a
row of vacant buildings on the
south side of "The Square." The
label evolved during earlier days
when numerous vendors parched
peanuts (pinders) there.
Pinder Row may have yielded to
progress by the time this is read,
but for years to come there will be
something nostalgic about the name
and what it once represented.
The second citizen interviewed in
Ninety Six was Dr. Oliver Luther
Thomas, the mayor. Somewhat of a
self-made man, he paid for much of
his education by working in a mill.
Though his medical practice is
demanding, Dr. Thomas manages to
give considerable time and thought
to the betterment of Ninety Six,
and is quick to point out that
"Ninety Six has the greatest patenSand lap per

Left: Pinder Row. Right: The "Dinosaur,"
automatic setting machine at Southern
Brick Co., operated by Johnny Shifflet.
Below: Adams Plant, Greenwood Mills.

tial of any town I know of."
The doctor-mayor, who showed
no signs of wanting to rush me as
long as the conversation centered
on Ninety Six, believes the community's greatest problem today is :
that of a serious shortage of housing.
"There are people who want to
move here to work, or even retire,"
he said, "and they simply cannot
find a house or apartment in which
to live."
An interesting sidelight on the
Ninety Six scene is that both the
resident physicians are fired up as
far as participation in community
affairs is concerned. While Dr.
Thomas serves as mayor, Dr. L.A.
Schneider, a surgeon, is a former
president of the chamber of com- but commute to the huge Monsanto
merce. Undoubtedly the two doc- plant a few miles away, or the
tors are just as helpful in civic and incomes of those who commute to
community affairs as they are in other nearby places of employtheir profession.
ment.
As previously mentioned, the
The average citizen of Ninety Six
mainstay of Ninety Six's economy is well aware of what industry
these days, as has been true for so means to his community.
many years, is industry. Annual
"We would all be dead if anyindustrial payrolls are estimated at thing happened to our industrial
more than $7.5 million, paid out to plants," was the observation of
some 1,500 employees. The payroll one native.
total does not include the incomes
I happened to visit Ninety Six on
of those persons who live in town a payday preceding a week in which

-Photos by Zeb Williams

all local industrial workers were
going on vacation. The pay included the regular week plus a week of
vacation. Banking facilities were
practically overtaxed; lines of
people were waiting on the street in
front of the bank, and Mayor
Thomas wisely decreed that parking
meters on the square would not
extract their usual toll.
"We want these working people
to spend their money at home," he
explained frankly.
During South Carolina's Tricentennial year you will likely read
much about historic Ninety Six.
You will learn of plans to restore
Old Star Fort. All of this is well,
because the area is loaded with history and lore.
But at the same time be assured
there is a modern Ninety Six, bustling with industry and willing to
take on more. In a town that is
looking forward rather than backward there are good schools, fine
churches and progressive people.
The leadership of the community is
wide awake, aware of the present
and acutely conscious of the future.
It is a community on the move.

John Bigham is from Columbia.
May 1970
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Silhouettes from "Low Country Artistry" by Carew Rice

D16. GULLAH. By Reed Smith. A reprint of Bulletin No. 190 of the University of South Carolina. $1.25.

Pl. THE CASH-SHANNON DUEL. By
Harris H. Mullen. The last major duel
fought in America, as well as other duels
in the Camden, S.C. area, is described.
$5.95.

H5. GULLAH (LP Recording). By Dick
Reeves. A breath of the Carolina Low
Country. $4.95.

01. BROOKGREEN GARDENS SCULPTURE. By Beatrice Gilman Proske. Details of sculpture in Brookgreen Gardens
and biographical data on the sculptors.
$6.95.

Zl. HUNTING YOUR ANCESTORS IN
SOUTH CAROLINA. By Mrs. Evelyn
McD. Frazier. A guide for amateur genealogists. $2.50.

CCL RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF
A LONG LIFE. By Edwin J. Scott. Description of life in Columbia, Lexington
and the surrounding areas during the
period from 1806 to 1876. $6.

DDl. CON MAN OR SAINT? By John
Frasca. The story of a Marion County
sharecropper who turned $5,000 (borrowed) into $100,000,000 (one hundred
million dollars). $4.95.
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EEL THE BEST FRIEND. Story by G.
Walton Williams and illustrations by John
Kollock. Historical facts and happy drawings giving an account of an early railway
venture founded at Charleston, S.C.
$3.50.

EE2. PORGY. By DuBose Heyward.
Novel set in Charleston's Catfish Row on
which "Porgy and Bess" was based. $3.60

FFl. SOUTH CAROLINA BIRDS OF
THE FOOTHILLS. By Jay Shuler. Basic
information about distribution of birds in
the South Carolina Piedmont. $3.95.

GGl. BUILDER OF BRIDGES. By R.K.
Johnson. Biography of Dr. Bob Jones Sr.
$6.95.

Sandlapper

BONUS BOOKS

BOOKSTORE
COOK BOOKS

A 79. THE SOUTH CAROLINA COOK
BOOK. By the South Carolina Extension
Homemakers Council and the Clemson
Extension Home Economics Staff. $4.95.

Kl. THE HARTSVILLE COOK BOOK.
By the Women's Auxiliary of the Byerly
Hospital. $3.95.

BI3. NELL GRAYDON'S COOK BOOK:
FROM MY HOUSE TO YOUR HOUSE.
By Nell S. Graydon. $3.50.

LI. CAROLINA CUISJNE. By the Junior
Assembly of Anderson, South Carolina.
$4.50.

E3. THE BEAUFORT COOK BOOK: A
TREASURY OF CAROLINA RECIPES.
By Dee Hryharrow and Isabel M. Hoogenboom. $3.

RI. CHARLESTON RECEIPTS. By the
Junior League of Charleston, South Carolina. $3.50.

KKI. RECIPES FROM PA WLEY'S ISLAND. By All Saints Waccamaw Episcopal Church. $2.50.

WI. WOMEN OF THE CHURCH COOKBOOK. First Presbyterian Church,
Sumter, South Carolina. $2.

For each $5. in purchases of other
books listed on this page you can buy
one of the bonus books below at the
special price shown:
A37. UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, VOL. I: SOUTH CAROLIN A COLLEGE, 1801-1865. By
Daniel Walker Hollis. (Reg. $5.95 ).
Special $1.
A38. VOL. II: COLLEGE TO UNI·
VE RSI TY, 1865-1956. By Daniel
Walker Hollis. (Reg. $5.95 ). Special
$1.
B7. THE NEW SOUTH-GREENVILLE, S.C. By Kenneth and Blanche
Marsh. (Reg. $9.50). Special $3.
D12. THE SERPENT WAS A SALES·
MAN. By Zan Heyward. (Reg. $2.50).
Special $1.

*YOU MAY ORDER ANY ITEM THAT
HAS BEEN ADVERTISED EARLIER IN
THE SANDLAPPER BOOKSTORE:
Please send me the books or prints checked
below:
0 A79

$ 4.95 0 EE2

$ 3.60 = Kl

$ 3.95

0 813

$ 3.50 0 FF1

$ 3.95 0 Ll

$ 4.50

O cc1

$ 6.oo 0 GG1

$ 6.95 ::J Ol

$ 6.95

0 016

$ 1.25 0 H5

$ 4.95 = Pl

$ 5.95

-::::i DD1

$ 4.95 = HH1

$ 5.95 L Rl

$ 3.50

0 E3

$ 3.oo := 111

$ 5.50= Wl

$ 2.00

D EEl

$ 3.5o C JJ1

$15.25 C 21

$ 2.50

0 KK1

$ 2.50

$------

Total for books above

HHl. DELIVERANCE. By James Dickey.
A tale of adventure and discovery during
a three-day canoe trip down a wild
section of a river in the heartland of today's South. $5.95.

For each $5.00 purchase of the above books,
you can purchase one of the bonus books
below at the special price shown:

0
0

A37

$1 .00

A38

$1 .00

Total for bonus books
Grand total

Ill. LOW COUNTRY ARTISTRY. By
Carew Rice. A selection of songs and silhouettes. $5.50.

O
D

87

$3 .00

D12

$1 .00

$,-----

.$ - - - - -

4% S. C. sales tax for orders to
residents of S. C .
$----25 cents postage and handling for
EACH book or print purchased .. $ · - - - - - -

JJL NAMES IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
Volumes I-XII, 1954-1965. By Claude
Henry Neuffer. Data from laymen and
scholars providing an authentic record of
the origins of our state's names. $15.25.

Name--------------Address:--------------City

State-- Z i p - -

( If you do not want to clip this coupon from
the magazine, please record the basic information on a separate sheet of paper.)
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Mills' Atlas
Originally published in 1825 by Robert Mills, this Atlas contains
much fascinating information about the South Carolina of 144
years ago. An edition published in 1938 is now a collector's
item. This edition (Wilkins-Keels) with the maps in the same
size as the original is printed on fine quality paper. It contains
all of the 28 district maps and the state map.

$50 postpaid

Darlington
Edgefield
Fairfield
Georgetown
Greenville
Horry
Kershaw

Lancaster
Laurens
Lexington
Marion
Marlborough
Newberry
Orangeburgh

=
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PICRICCORN HOUSE. 1601 Richland St.,

Columbia, S.C. 29201. Integrity, quality, and
good taste are our aim; furniture, paintings,
rugs, accessories and gifts are displayed in the
interesting setting of a large 18th century
house.
NOTTINGHAM ANTIQUES. 166 Alabama St.,
Spartanburg, S.C. 29302. D ea ler to the discriminating. 18th and 19th century furniture.

Decorative accessories.

INDIVIDUAL DISTRICT MAPS
$6 each postpaid

Abbeville
Barnwell
Beaufort
Charleston
Chester
Chesterfield
Colleton

In teresti1~g,
Unusual Items
and Ser\)ices

Pendleton
Richland
Spartanburgh
Sumter
Union
Williamsburgh
York

S. C. residents add 4% sales tax.
Send check or money order to:
MILLS' ATLAS
Sandlapper Press, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C. 29202

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CHESTNUT GALLE RI ES, Paul Allen Dunbar,
Jr., 144 Chestnut St., Spartanburg, s_c. (located back of First Presbyterian Church). Fine
18th and 19th Century furniture, Oriental and
European porcelains, Oriental rugs, brass, and
other antique accessories. Open 10: 00
a.m.-5: 30 p.m. Monday-Saturday. Phone
585-9576.

=
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GITTMAN'S ON DEVINE . 2019 D ev ine St.,
Columbia, S.C. 29205. Ph. 254-5505. Retailers
of new books, prints, fine bindings, specializing
in South Caroliniana and the Confederacy. Mail
Orders welcomed.
THE HIVE PRESS, Box 1841, Columbia, S.C.,
29202, announces publication, "Edgefield Marriage Records," by Carlee T. Mcclendon. Al so
interspersed with 18th and 19th century marriage records from other S.C. counties and new
Western homelands. 4,000 entries. Indexed.
Hardback. A genealogical must! Numbered
edition. $10.95 postpaid.
OLD BOOKS 65,000 carefully classified. Libraries purchased, catalogs free. Browsers welcome. The Attic, Hodges, s.c .. 29653.

====
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AUTHENTIC NEEDLEPOINT KITS printed on
canvas. Carolina Gamecock, Citadel Bull Dog,
Clemson Tiger. Kits with charts for other colleges. Crewel Afghans, 4 styles, featured in
McCalls, 20% off. Imported Yarn, Material to
Match. Half Price. Folline's Knit and Bridge
Studio, 2926 Devine St., Columbia, S.C.,
29205. Phone 253-9748.

=

=
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ORDINANCE OF SECESSION, 25 x 30 Reproduction of original document in antique tone.
Over 170 signatures of well known S.C. names.
If your family name is here you should have a
copy for framing. MULLER, P.O. Box 12428,
Charleston, S. C. 29407. $3.00 Postpaid.

The readers of Sandlapper are discriminating persons interested in unusual products t •
and services.
1
Sandlapper caters to this select audience ·
f in its classified advertising section captioned
• "Interesting, Unusual Items and Services." •
If your business will appeal to the quality llri~-.fflm'ffl~iii1ri!li!lil1~~:m
audience which our readers constitute, we
invite you to consider an advertisement in
the media which will provide optimum ex- :L'el'.....,.z.=
posure for your product. See page 80 for our •
new reduced rates.
•
For further details on Interesting, Unusual
Items and Services, write to: Sandlapper
t Press, Inc., Box 1668, Columbia, S. C. 29202.
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"A DEBUSSY PIANO RECITAL," a stereo
recording by John Kenneth Adams; includes

"Reflections

in

the

Water," "Goldfish,"

"Fireworks," and .. Claire de Lune." Box
11631, Columbia, s.c. $5.98 postpaid.
Copy for "Interesting, Unusual Items
and Services" must be received in our
office by the fifth of the month preceding the first day of the month in which
the advertisement is to appear. Rates,
payable in advance, are: a single insertion-70c;I a word; three consecutive
insertions-60c;I a word; six consecutive
insertions-55 c;t a word; 12 consecutive
insertions-5 0c;I a word. Minimum insertion 15 words. Request an advertising
form from : Sandlapper Press, Inc., Interesting, Unusual Items and Services,
P.O. Box 1668, Columbia, S.C. 29202.

Sandlapper

The First Three Issues
of Volume I
of Sandlapper Are
Out of Print , BUT. • •
a compilation
of all
1968 articles
is still
available.
The first three issues of Volume I of Sandlapper-The
Magazine of South Carolina are out of print. Only a few
copies remain of several other 1968 issues.
However, all Sandlapper articles printed during the
magazine's first year have been compiled in a bound volume, SANDLAPPER 1968.
What's more, the articles in this 724-page "directory" to
South Carolina have been arranged geographically as follows: Low Country, Up Country, Midlands and Statewide.

SANDLAPPER -

THE

MAGAZINE

OF

SOUTH

CAROLINA,

All photographs used to illustrate the original articles are
included, as well as a few additional ones.
This magnificent book, with its quality cloth binding and
its lavish use of color is a bargain at $15 (plus 50 cents
postage and handling and 60 cents S.C. sales tax).
Whether you are a collector of Caroliniana or desire an
extraordinary gift for a birthday, anniversary, graduation or
other special occasion, you can be assured that SANDLAPPE R 1968 wi 11 be appreciated.

BOX

1668,

COLUMBIA,

SOUTH

CAROLINA

29202

29202

southern Sell Tele. & Tele
Elizabeth Ba~bare 4154-2
P.o. Box 75

ia .. s, c.

